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A Word by the Author 
The publio reaction to the mention of the name 
Western Union is adequate reason for this thesis. Muoh haa 
been written in the field of ad~ertiaing. Nothing has been 
written, however, v.hioh shows how Western Union makes use of 
various. types of advertising media and sales promotion IJ~Jthods. 
It is a relatively unexplored field for the young, progressive 
individual who would seek employment with a living, alert, dy~ 
namio and progressive organization. 
I wish to express my sinaere gratitude to the follow-
ing executives of the Western Union Telegraph ComJilny; Mr. R. 
c. Folger, presently General Manager of the Eastern Division, 
Mr. M.J. Bermont, Superintendent of the Firat District, Mr. R. 
w. Tryon, District Manager in the state of Massachusetts, ana 
the many managers throughout the diatriot with whom I have hai 
personal contaot. If it were not for their extreme oourteey 
and cooperation this the eia would not have been poasibl8. 
Robart !E. White 
Yl 
INTRODUCTION 
Western Union !a one of the last major telegraph 
systems in the world under private ownership • . Fraatically 
all of it~ operations are under government r~gulation. 
Senator McFarland has stated: 
"While few reali~e it, the future of our kind of 
life is involvei in the kind of communications policies we 
have. All over the world, the avenues of aommuniaationa are 
in the hands of the State. Only in the United States do we 
have a free, privately owned system. We want , to keep it that 
way. In broadcasting, we have freedom of expression and opin-
ion under a public interest licensing eyatem; in the comaon 
oarrier operation of telegraph, telephone and oable, whether 
by wire or by raiio, we have privately owned operating oom-
paniee. In neither oase do we want the government's finger 
in the pie •" 
Obviously this statement of policy muet be tmple-
mented by tbe government if a sound and progressive tele• 
graph system, better able to oompete with other oommunioation 
services is to be maintained. The Western Union is exerting 
every effort to bring about the neoeeaary action by the govern-
ment. 
Western Union does not now have, nor does it seek• 
a monopoly. Maqrpersona hold the mistaken idea that they io 
now enjoy a monopoly in the telegraph field. A reoent art1-
ole in the "Wall Street Journal" disposes of that erroneous 
belief by pointing out that Western Union not only oompetes 
with the subsidized air mail whiah is also tax free but also 
competes with long distanoe telephone and teletypewriter ser-
vices provided by the telephone a~ompanie -s. tn the internation-
al field, Western Union also must oompe·te with~~+ America 
Cables and Radio, Ina., Commercial Cable OGmpany, Maokay Ra41o 
and telegraph Comp:tny, RCA Communications Ino.j, and others • 
• 
!he Compe.ny'a Program for the future is :tounde:d: bn the prinoiple 
I 
of more effective oom~ tition with telephone and air-mail Be¥"-
vioea. 
The Federal Communiaations Commission is ohargei with 
the important task of regulating interstate and foreign oom• 
meroe in communications by wire and radio. The rates whick con-
sumers pay for oommuniaationa servioea, as well as the type of 
service reoeived, are in large measure dependent upon activities 
of this Commission. 
Conforming to the desire of the Federal Communioationa 
Commission to eliminate rate and distance inequalities in Wes-
tern Union's Rate Straoture, revised rates applicable to the 
Company'a interstate telegraph I+l&Baage services became effeati..-e 
February 1, 1960. Corresponding tariffs oovering intra•tate serw 
viae have been filed with state regnlatory bodies~ 
fhie new structure proviAee uniform and eoientifio rates 
ani insures equal o4argea for equal distances on both inter-
a.tate and intrastate messages. It eliminates former !neon• 
sistenoies, and is. simple for both the publio and the oompany•a 
employeea to understand and apply. The revised tariffs are 
lower in some oases and higher in others, but in overall effeot 
the new rates make no material ohange in the oost to users. 
The Qompany is constantly exploring ways to inoreast 
its usefulness to the publio. Auxiliary services alreaiy avail-
able or about to be established inoluae: 
Aooeptanoe of installment payments for credit organiza-
tion&. 
Telegraphic gift money order service. 
A market research and public opinion survey servioe. 
American express money orders and travelers ohequea. 
Sale of airline travel tiokets and travel insurance 
polioiea in selected cities. 
Muoh of the advertising done by Western Union ia in-
tended to strengthen its position against adverse publie oriti• 
cism. Eo onomio analys ia recognizee that oftentimes a monopoly 
or a near~monopoly may not aharge the full monopoly prioe for 
fear of arousing publio resentment which may result .in substi tu .. 
tion of services or in regulatory legislation. It seems clear 
that much of the advertising done by Western Union is to atrengta-
en their pos it1. on in the public eye and make the pub lie realize 
that it does not have nor does it seek a monopOl7~ 
Over the years, Western Union is a living example of 
the great benefits that oome to the publio from encouraging pri• 
vate individuals to do sooially useful things. 
Whereaa· only the baeio idea behind the telegraph waa 
available one hundred years ago. Western Union today provid.ea 
quiok, inexpensive and dependable telegraph service throughou~ 
the country. The Company's network of telegraph wires is an ~ 
portant part of the nerve system of the nation througll its thou-
sands of offices and agencies, Western Union servioe is always 
within easy reaoh, for use under normal conditions as well as 
in times of national emergency. 
Beoause of the increasing importance of public rela-
tions, eapeoially to a oompany in Western Union's position, it 
ie my intention to present the Company!s program with emphasis 
on the plaoe of sales promotion and advertising in that publie 
relations program. 
-~ 
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Hietorioal Development 
!!:2J! Smoke s·ignale !2, Talking Wirea 
In ordef to iesoribe the advertising and sales promo-
tion program of Western Union it would be fitting to eketok the 
background Of a business Which en~oys SUOh a unique position 
and universal aooeptanoe. 
The streamlined telegraph era of today is a far cr7 
inieed from the primitive fire, smoke and flag signals ot earl7 
timea. A thousand years befoTe this era of high-speed eeleo-
tive switching systems, radio beam telegraph and multi-channel, 
printing telegraphy, man wished for rapid communications. In 
medieval times, knights flashed their burnished shields to 
communicate with each otber. Argonauts used colored sails on 
their _ships to oonvey a meaning. The Greeks, Romans and Aztecs 
used relay runners. In the days of Julius Caesar, sentinels 
were stationed in tower~ at regular intervals to shout messagea 
from one to the other, covering as muoh as 150 miles in a few 
hours. 
The first man tD direot thought to the use of elec-
tricity for oommunioations was Roger Baoon, in 1267, ani he waa 
put 1n ~ail for twenty years for dealing in black II~igio. The 
burgomaster of Magdeburg, Germany, Otto Von Guericke, made the 
first electricity-producing machine in 650. It was a sulphur 
ball that he charged. by rubbing his hands on it, just as we 
would. charge our bodies by rubbing our feet on a thick rug.* 
•6• 
samuei Jiiiiiei :a·i'·e·eae ·uo·rai 
The first really praotioal telegraph syatem wa• in~ 
ventei by Samuel F.B. Morse, a distinguished ~rioan painter 
who founded the National Aoademy of Design, 
Returning from a .trip to Europe on board the Paoket 
Ship "auily" in 1832, Morse reoeived his great inspiration. 
He realized that if he could transmit intelligence and reoori 
it at a distanoe, he would revolutionize oommunioations. He 
thought ot eigne which could be transmitted over a wire, ana 
realised that the dot, dash and space were three signals whioh 
oould be easily oommunioated. Morse was appointed professo~ 
of the L~terature of the Arts of Design at New York University 
1n 1835. This gave him a small salary, and provided the rooma 
in Washington Square where he . built his first telegraph inatru~ 
ment, a crude affair oonstruoted on a picture frame, wita an 
ordinary lead penoil suspended by a pendulum to make the dote 
and dashea. 
Morse demonstrated this first apparatus before a 
group of friends in his rooms at Dew York University on Sep• 
·/ 
tember 2, 1837. One of those present was Alfred Vail, son ot 
Judge Stephen Vail, of the Speedwell tron Works at Morristown, 
N.J. Young Vai1 beoame Morse's partner, providing money ani 
buildlng new and better instruments. These instruments were 
shown before an audience in the Geological Cabinet of New York 
Uni~eraity, Januar.y 24, 1836. General Thomas Cumming was pre~ 
sent; and when Morse aake4 for a meqsage to be een~. a friant 
ot Cumndnga wrote a facetious military ~omman4: ~Attention, 
the UniverseS By Kingdoms, lUght Wheel£"* 
Morse exhibited the telegraph before President Van 
Buren and his Cabinet at Washington, D.O. Kembers of Congress 
oalle4 it a orazy eoheme. Morse tried for years to get Con• 
gress to app~priate money for an experimental line, and final-
ly his bill was passed on Maroh 3, 1843. Dews of the bill'a 
pe.saage was brought to him by .Annie alleworth, daughter of the 
Commissioner of Patents, and he gave Annie the honor of pre-
paring the first telegram. The first telegraph line, built be-
tween Washington, D.c. and Baltimore, was opened before a dis-
t1ngu1shed group in the Supreme Court Chambers on May 24, 1844, 
The first telegram, banded to Morse by Annie Ellsworth, waa 
"What Hath God Wrought\"** 
' ' 
Morse and hia assoo1ates extended the Washington-Bal-
t~ore line to New York Otty 1~ 1846. Qthera obtained lioensea 
from Morse and built lines between New York and Buffalo, New 
York and Boston, and other eaetern oitiea. Most of the 1,749,844 
miles*** of telegraph wire in the nation were built along the 
rights of way of the railroads. 
*16, p2 
**16, p2 
***16, p2 
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Previously Wood of England found in 1726 that eleotri ... 
oity oould be oonveyed by a metal oo~duotor, and a few years 
later Gray and Wheeler eent eleotrioity through 800 feet of wire. 
Thus the baaio principle ot telegraphy was known more than 200 
years ago. 
After that time, literally hundreds of men oarriel 
the knowledge of eleotrioity forward, eaoh adding something 
that helped in the invention of the tel~graph. Qersted showed 
that aurrent exerts a foroe whioh will defleot a magnet, LaP+aoe 
advanoed the idea that a magnetic needle might be defleotel to 
reaeive messages at a great dlatance, and Ampere put magnetic 
needlea at the ends of 26 wires, eo that iefleotiona would aig-
nal the letters of the alphabet. In 1820 Baron Schilling pro ... 
duaei a telegraph whioh he operated by the use of five magnetlo 
needles. 
Harrison Gray Dyar operated a telegraph line on Long 
Island, N.Y., in 1826 • Joseph Henry, a school teaoher at Al-
bany (NY) Academy operated an eleotromagnetia telegraph in his 
room in 1830 and , ,33. He also bull t e. line whioh he opera tei 
between two buildings at Frinoeton University in 1836. Gauaa 
and Weber devised a simple mgnetia telegraph in 1833 at the 
University of Goetingen and ~teinheil improved on their system 
in 1836. In the following year, Sir Charles Wheataton and Sk 
William Cooke obtained a patent in England for their telegraph, 
the first in England.* 
*16, pl. 
Weatern Union - How it Starte4 
-- .......,;.;;;;.;;...-;..-
The Western Union Telegraph Company was founded in 
1851 by far-sighted men who planned _to give the telegraph uni-
versality~ speed, ani!. dependability. They combined a number 
ef other small companies in the states north of the Ohio River 
with theirs and changed the name to Western Union. indicating 
the union of the western lines in one system. 
From 1856 on the company grew each year both by oon-
atruction and consol14ation until at present there 111. available 
for its use a total of 1,7_.~,844 miles of wire. 
From the very beginning. growing demands upon wire 
telegraphY resulted in many creative improvements in olassea 
of service, rates, and teohnioal advanoes. The classes of aer-
vic.e availa.ble today will be fully described in another seation 
of thia thesis, but a comparison of the ooaat•to-ooaat rate of 
t7.45 in 1865 with the present ooast•to-aoaat night letter rate 
of j.95 will serve to show the progress made in one direction. 
!2sl, Exw••• 
In the 1840 1 s and •so•a a tide of horse, mule and ox-
drawn covered wagons carried hundreds of thousands of Easterners 
·10-
to the Pao1f1o Coast. By 1869 a half mlllion emigrants from the 
East were soattere4 along the Paoifio Coast, anxious to maintain 
oontaot with friends and relatives back home in the eaetern states. 
Transcontinental mail in 1860 was handled principall7 
by way of the Isthmus of Panama, requiring about a month. The 
overland stage mail was less certain, but a little faster. 
Ben Holladay, a mail oontraotor, and the overland freight firm 
of Buseell, Majora and Wattell joined foroes to operate the 
Pony Express. ~hey established 200 stations, bought 500 faet 
American horses and recruited eighty of the most daring riders, 
eaoh to ride three months suooesslvaly, taking fresh horses at 
stations frcm fifteen to twenty-five mlles apart. 
Thus, on April 3, 1860, was established the eight-4a7 
Pony Express, to oarxy telegrams 1,400 miles between St. Joeepa, 
Mo., and Sacramento, Calif. "Buffalo Bill" Ooty, got through 
when Indians murdered riders and station attendants, and every 
hill bore Indian signal fires. 
F 1r at Transoon tinental Telegra:ph Line 
One of the epic aohievements of American enterprise 
waa the completion by Western Union of the first transcontin-
ental telegraph line in 1861. With the national division iD 
Civi 1 War, it became imperat lve that California and the res1i 
of the West be placed in olose ronda of oommunioation with the 
Washington Government whioh neeted Western gold and silve~ to 
finance the mr. Hiram Sibley, President of Western Union, de-
aided to build the line, although even Abraham Linooln believe4 
it oould not be done because of hostile Indians and the laok of 
poles on the vast treeless plaina. E4ward Creighton, whoa• for .. 
tune was used to found Creighton University at Omaha, was in 
oharge of oonstruotion westward to Salt I.eke C,ity. James Gamble 
led the foroes building eastward from California. 
·11-
Given ten yeare to complete the line, Western Union 
amazed the nation by finishing it in three months and twenty 
days. When the final junction was mde in the eaatern section 
of the line at Fort Bridger, Utah, on October 11, le61, Brig. 
ham Young, leader of the Mormons, sent the first meaaage from 
S~lt ~ake City, atati~ that Utah bad not aeoeded but was firm 
for the union. The Western forces completed their liDI on Oct-
obter 22. The lines were then joined at Salt Lake City on Oct-
obter 24, 1861, and the first transcontinental telegram was eent 
by Stephen J. Field. Chief Justice of Oelifornia, to Preslient 
Abraham Lincoln, expressing the loyalty of that state of the 
Union. 
Western Union's firs.t great contribution to Ameriom 
economic progress waa the unification of the country's telegraph 
lines. Where telegrans were once obliged to paea over several 
short lines to reach their destination, Western Union gave tht 
telegraph univ ersality with resultant speed and dependability. 
The principle on whioh Western Union was foundeA was: A proper 
telegraph service calls for a eyetsn reaching all important 
points under a single management, with a fixed. tariff ana. uni .. 
form standards of efficiency. The telegraph company absorbel 
540 independent telegraph oompanie s and bull t up a unif iet na-
tional telegraph system. The latest step in thia development 
took place on Ootober 7, 1943, when Western Union purohaae4 the 
Poa tal Telegraph, Inc. 
~ .,s .. u.b ... m .. ar;;;;.;;;.i.;;;;m-. Cab lea 
With the 0~"9.11 War scaroely over. Western Union in 
1866 began building an audacious, globa.girdling overland line 
westwarll to Europe. ~ed by the clipper shlp Nightingale, a 
:flotilla of twenty-two v es eels was sent forth from San Fran-
cia co to oommenoe cons.truotion of the telegraph line which waa 
to run northward from San Francisco to Portland, through Brit-
iab Columbia and the unexplored wilderness of Russian-~rioan 
(now Alaska), aoross Bering Strait by oable, ~nll through Si-
beria to the mouth of the Amur River, where it \IDS to join a 
7,000 mile line unaer construction :from St. Petersburg. 
Explore. tion and aons truction of the line was progress-
ing rapidly over thousands of miles when Cyrus w. Field lail the 
first permanent ann suooessfu.l Atlantic Cable pn July 27, 1866·. 
The need fox an OYerlam line '00 Europe then was ended. The e:x-
pellition was called oft but the negoti.atiom for the right-of ... 
wey for the limJ by Western Union's President Sibley on a trip 
to St. Petersburg led to the purchase of Alaska by the Unite& 
Statea. 
A oable e:xpedi t1on led by Cyrus W. Field had laii the 
first transatlantic oables in 1868, , but that oable wae ruinet 
in a tew waeka by the use of too muoh electrical current. E-
nough current to operate a oable oan be generated in a thimble, 
but the engineers of 1868 4id not know that. FielA tried again -
and again. and in 1866 the first permanently ~uoceeafuly Atlan-
tio oable waa lai4. Othere followed. 
In 1822 Western Union entered the aable business by 
leasing from the American Telegraph & Cable Company two trans-
atlantic oables whioh that aompany had laid between Penzanoe, 
Englani, and Canso, Nova aaotia, with land wire aonneationa be~ 
tween Canao and Hew York.· The lease, for fifty years, would 
have expired in 1932, but Western Union purahased the oable 
company ill 1930 and thus aoqu1red the aable s. 
ln 1912 Western Union leased a aomplete tran8atlan~ 
tia system of five aables, and subseq~ently laid three loa4ed 
or permalloy cables, one to England and two to the Azores, mak-
ing ten in all. These tan aables together with aablee to Cuba 
anA one to Barbados, oormeoting there to South .A.meriaa through 
the Western Union Telegraph co..-pa.ny, aonsti tut!B the main ar-
teries of the Western Union Cable System. For the oare of the 
oablea the oompany haa two oable shi::r;s, the .-:Lord Kelvin" ani 
the "Cyrus Field"• 
Western Union maintains and operates offioes in fif-
teen aitJss in Great Britian and Ireland, an4 maintains four-
teen branoh offioee located in convenient aeotiona of London. 
The aompany operates in Paris and Havre, Franoe, •lao in Ant-
werp aDd Brussels, Belgium. lt maintains its own offiae in 
Amsterdam, Holland and in Italy is aesoa~ated with the Ital• 
oable Company, W1 iah maintains offioes in the prina ipal oi ties 
in Italy. The aompany'a submarine oable system totals 30,3~3 
nautical mil•••* 
Western Union operates a combination of landline anA 
submarine aable e to Havana where the company maintains its own 
otfioes. The circuits extent beyond Havana to provide direct 
service between New York with Santiago, Cuba, Kingston, Jamaioa 
and San Juan. Puerto Rico. From these fOur kef oities a highly 
dependable serv1Qe is maintained with all places in the West 
Indies. The company operates a combination landline--submarine 
service from New York to Br14getown, Barbados, where a through 
oonneotion is ha.n4 with the Western Union Telegrap)t Company ser-
ving all O',ountires on the South American continent. 
Western Union likewise handles telegrams to and from 
Canadian and Mexican points through an exchange agreemen~ wita 
telegraph oompaniss in those countirea. In Canada, the Cana-
dian National Telegraphs and the Canadian Paaifia Railway Com-
pany originate· and terminate messages for Western Union, while 
the Kexiaan National Telegraphs perforaa the same fUnction in 
that country. 
The Western Union Telegraph Company impartially re~ 
presents all international cable and radio sys tems connecting 
with the Unite4 States. Customers may specifically route their 
business via the internatiore·l carrier of their choice by simply 
writing on their message the word "via~ followei by the name of 
*16, pl5 
the company to wbioh the mesaege is to be transferred at the 
point at exit from the United States. These routings will be 
honored by Western Union. All other international message• 
will continue to be sent OYer the various normal routes o1 in• 
ternational oarriers operatirg between the several pointe of 
exit in the United States and the different overseas deatina-
t1ona. 
West ern Union Today 
The s 1mple Moree ays tem. by which combinations of 
dots and dashes were sent to indioate the letters of the al-
phabet and numbers. was generally med. in the early days of 
the telegraph indus try. Around the turn of the oenturj' auto-
rna tic printing telegraph methods were introduced on soma linea • 
but in 1910 more than 90% of the telegraph business was atill 
being handled by the morse method. Today. however. all im-
portant oities in the country are conneoted by direct trunk 
line oirouits equipped for automatie printing telegraph opera-
tion and more than 95% of telegraph traffio is handled by print-
ing-telegraph methods. 
Western Union systan today comprises the following; 
128,089 miles of pole line 
30.334 nautical miles of ooean oable ani 
4.558 miles of land lim oable 
18.404 telegraph of fioea 
-16-
Multiplex 
10,831 telegraph agency stations 
55,800 employes, including messengera 
12,602 messengers 
3,500 quotation tickera 
ao,ooo t~e service units synchronized in 2,000 oitiea 
3,000 baseball tickers in season 
26,500 stockholders* 
The multiplex syatem, introduoed in 1915, permita the 
transmission of as many as eight messages simultaneously ovef 
one wire, four in each direction, at high speet. The multiplex 
system is used on lines between important cent ere where traffio 
ia lB avy and constant. 
In reaent years the number of messages sent simultane~ 
ously over one pair of wires has been increased until now hundreds 
can be sent. This hae been acoomplisbed by aendl~ numeroua tone s 
or pitQhes of different frequenaies over the wire and by using 
eaah tone 1x> aarry a stream of :~msaages. By discovering how to 
transmit tones so that many xm a sages can be sent over two wirea 
at one time, the industry has been able to avoid stringing many 
times the number of telegraph wires that are actually uaed. Thla 
development is Known as the carrier syste•• 
~eleprinter 
In the 1920's the teleprinter was plaoed in general use 
by Western Union over abort d1atanoes. As with the multiplex, 
messages are sent on the teleprinter by operators who write 
on keyboards similar to those of typewriters. The teleprint-
er was first used. 1X> ·exohange telegrams between the main office 
ani branch at floes in one oi ty or from suah main oftioe to a 
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small nearby aity. Later, printers were placet in oustomera' 
offices, direotly oonneotad with similar printers in main offioaa. 
There are more than 1'1,600 prlntere in ouatomera• offioea tod.ay. 
.. ltJ-
CHA.I>TEJl I 
Weatern Union's Mechanization Prograa 
Higa Speed S~itohigs 
It is Western Union's polioy to keep in the front 
rank of fast oommunioation. They are engaged in a program of 
mechanization and plant improvement whiah utilizes the newest 
developments of teahnioal researoh. Miarowave radio beam trans-
mission. now in use between New York City and Philadelphia, to-
gether with oarrier oirauits, offers maximum facilities for all 
oommunioation needs with the gradual ~duotion in the exten-
sive pole lines throughout the oountry. The first network. now 
being aonstruoted will link New York, Philadelphia. Washington. 
and Pittsburgh. Other networks will be aonstruated to provi4e 
a vas~ inarease in the number of telegraph ahannels, insure a 
fast and dependable servioe free from the halard of storm an4 
bad weather interruptions. and provide amply for the telegraph 
growth of the future. 
Among the many other improvements in the art of teleg-
raphy initiated and perfected by Western Union is the high~apee4 
switahing system. The latter supersedes manual relaying in the 
larger relay oenters throughout the oountry. In reperforator 
awitohing units, a telegram is reoeived in the form of printet 
perforated tape, the message then being switahed to an outgoing 
trunk and transmitted automatically to the aity of destination 
without manual handling. 
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High speed ewitahing oenters looated in 15 major oitiee 
will form a national network with each center serving an area of 
.. . 
aeveral states. Fourteen of these ultra-modern switching cen• 
tere have alreadl been completed. The centers are located in 
the following oities: Richmond, Atlanta, St. Louis, Dallas, 
Oakland, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Boston, Kansas City, M1nnea-
pol1S., S~acuse, Detroit, Los Angeles, and New Orleana. Port-
land,Oregon is now nearing completion. 
Through the high-speed switching system, telegrame 
flash to all parts of the country with vastly greater speed and 
efficiency. This system speeds telegrams through the main cen-
ters to their destinations without the manual retransmission 
which was necessary under the old method. With the new system 
eaoh message is typed only once, at the point of origin. 
Radio Beam TelegraF~ 
Another feature of Western Union's Meohani&ation pro-
gram is a radio beam network. A beam system has been oonstruot-
ed linking New York, Philadelphia, Washington and Pittsburgh. 
An experimental radio beam system has been in operation between 
Philadelphia and New York since February, 1945. 
The radio beam network substitutes radio toweers 30 to 
50 miles apart for tb:l familiar pole lines which have been a 
symbol of the telegraph for so many years. Since the super-high-
frequency waves in the system travel in a straight line, towera 
must be used to redirect them at intervals to compensate for 
the curvature of the earth. Antennas equipped with parabolio 
refleators transmit the signals in a narrow beam trom tower to 
towe~. and unattended repeater stations automatically and in-
stantaneously send the radio-telegraph signals on their way. 
Sinoe atmospher io a ta tio is not felt in the miaro-
wave region, radio beam transmission is unaffected by electrical 
disturbances. Also, service interruptions due to ice, high 
wind and falling trees e:.re elimimted. The beam system will 
afford the ultimate in service continuity and will provide am-
ply tor the telegraph growth of the future. 
Televisi.on 
Western Union has established facilities for the re-
laying of television programs between Philadelphia and New York. 
Entry of Western Union into the fast developing television fielt 
followed its active research and 4evelopment work in radio beam 
te legrapby • 
Carrier s1stema 
Through the use o~ a oarrier system, whioh multiply by 
many times the oapaoity of wire and radio beam circuits, Western 
Union•s facilities have been expanded to meet the need for a4-
ditioml circuits to lnterconneot the main switching oenters and 
to provide as well for the growing number of private wire systems 
of large companies. With carrier equipment, it is possible to 
send as many as 288 .rmssages simultaneously over a single f,6ir 
of w4"ea. A carrier system developed by Western Union en., 
gineera specifically far use in radio beam telegraph is capable 
of providing 676 teleprinter channels operating in each direc-
tion. 
As a result of additional installations of oarrler 
systems in 1949. Western Union now has approximately 1.650.000 
mllea of carrier oi~ouita in operation. These systems inter• 
oonneot the fourteen TIEssage centers now in service and. mee-t 
other circuit requirements throughout the oountry. Carrier 
equipment orestes a large number of separate transmission cir-
ouita tram a pair of wires or a radio beam, thus avoiding cost-
ly oonst.ruotion of additional wire plant. The carrier · circuits 
have the further ad-:vantage o:e superior dependability.* 
Telefax 
Another important development is the telef~. Thia 
machine provides fully automatic facsimile or "piature" trans-
.. 
mission of telegrams. A drawing, picture, telegram or what-
have-you is dropped into a slot in the machine. An eleotrio 
eye scans the message or pioture as it turns on a revolving 
cylinder, and transmits over the wire or radio begm a aeries of 
eleotrioal impulses, representative of the light and &ark por-
tions of the message. A true reprod uotion·,. ready for ·immediate 
deli~ery. 1a recorded on a similar cylinder equipped wita eleo-
* 14. pl5 
tro•sensitiva paper in the reoeiving maohine at Aeetination. 
Telefax operation already is employed for the trans~ 
mission of telegrams between a number of telegraph branah of-
floes and main offices and between the offioea of a number of 
large f.lirma and t elegrapa main offi oes • 
.;;.D.;;.es_k-.-~ 
A new simplified telefax maohine, equipped both to 
reoaive and a end messages, has been developed and i s now being 
installed in customer offioes. .Approx1nBtely the size of a 
telephone desk s et, it brings telegraph and cable service to 
the customer's desk within axms ;each. 
In addition, a new type ot Telefax oontinuous re• 
oorder developed in the Company's laboratories will be used to 
reoelve telegrams automatically at oentral offices and agencies 
and at unattended stations where the xm asages will be picked up 
by messengers for ii eli very. 
Teleta]i)! 
Still another type of maah.ine which has been developed · 
for speoial intra-offioe communic ating purposes is the Teletape 
facsimile Which both transmits and reoeiv~s handwritten message& 
on apeoial paper tape. This devioe is intended for use in banks. 
department s·tores and credit organizations and in tiaket reserva• 
tion departments of railroads and airlines where there is neel 
for quiak exobange of handwritten notes. 
Teleoare 
The Federal Communication Commission baa assigned 
the neoeaaary radio frequenoies to permit oity-wide expan-
sion of Teleoar serviae in Baltimore. The Teleaar is an auto-
mobile equipped with telefax reoording apparatus for reaeiving 
messages by radio vvhile 1n transit. The oars also aaoept send-
ers• messages. A fleet of eight aare will aruiae in suburban 
areas of Baltimore. providing faster and more eoonomloal message 
piok up and delivery s erv io e.* 
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CHAPTER 3 
~player-Employee Reletiona 
Employees 
Good oQmpany-amployee relations never ~ust happen. 
fltey result only from oaretul planning--tram following soun4 
principles. They must be worked at all the time--and hard. 
Sinae most employees are represented by unions. it is basic 
that good employee relations require the full aooeptanoe by 
the company of unionism and the collective bargaining process. 
The company must consult freely with the union and share in-
formation necessary to snob intelligent consultation. The com-
pany must stay out of the union's internal affairs. It must 
trust the union and mve oonf idenae in it, 
It is evident that good employee relations must be 
a joint reaponsibi~ity of the company and the union. The union. 
just as importantly as the company, has its part to do. It must 
fully accept private ownership and operation of the business. 
It must recognize tlmt the welfare of its members depends upon 
the profitable operation of tl:s company. It must keep itself 
strong. responsible and demo ora tic. It must trust the company 
and have confidence in it. 
The employees welfare depends directly on the finan-
cial soundness of the company just as the success of the company 
is dependent on the employees efforts.. Isn't it the wisest course. 
then to- work together -coward the oomme»n end? 
~ Owns Western Union* 
At the close of 1949, there were 24,288 stockholdere 
of record. Individual owners numered 21,050, including more 
than 3,500 employees of the Company. Western Union stock ia 
held by residents of every State in the Union. 
Only 1,315 stockholders, or less than 6% owned more 
than 100 shares each. 
5.212 stockholders, about 21%, owned more than 25 
but not over 100 shares. 
17,761 stockholders, or 73%, owned 25 shares or less. 
I nsurance Plan 
....... ....-=----
Life Insurance prot ection is a vite l pr es ent- day need 
for everyone who VK> rks to support himself and others • The 
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We a.tern Union in order to assist its employees in obtaining such 
insurance proteotiQn at low cos.t, arranged for t~ Group InsUl*ance 
Plan. The protection is eeparate and apart from any benefi ta 
that may be peyahle under the :Employees' Benefit Plan. 
The Group Insurance Plan is administered in aaoor4ance 
with ~ contract issued by the Metropolitan ·~ife lnsuranoe Com-
pany. The low cost to its employees is possible because Western 
Union is utillzi~ its extensive purchasing power in behalf of its 
employees and., in addition, contributes eubetantie.lly to the oost. 
') 
* 14, pl.2 
Pensions 
Any male employee upon reaohing the age of sixty 
years, or ·any female employee upon reaah ing the age of fiftY• 
five years. and v.hos:e term of employment has then been twenty 
years or more, may at his or bar own request. or at the dia-
eretion of the Committee, be retired from aotive servioe ant 
granted a pension. 
The minimum pension granted is $30 per month. For 
eaoh year of his or bar term of employment, one per oentum ot 
the average annual ~ay during the ten years next preoeding re-
tirement is grant• A • 
-30 .. 
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••stern Union and Ita Servioea ~.;;...-.;ii;p_ -- -----
!!! TelagraE! Rates 
Western Uu iou now p :.-:o -viaes Wii ioxm aud saienttlio 
rate s aud insures equal ahargea for equal distanaee on both 
interstate and intrastate ma•usages. Former inconeiatenciea 
have bean eliminated. 
Telegraph Agenciee 
For many years. service provided by the Company's 
own offio es has been supplemented by telegraph agencies 
operated by hotels, stores. and similar retail or service 
establlshmen~s. Which handle telegrams under commission ar-
rangements. Thera are now some 12, 600* such telegraph agen-
, cies. which aid materially in providing aonvenient essenttal 
serv 1c e to. the publ io. 
Continued operation of telegraPh agenaies waa 
threatened by a court decision requiring application of the 
wage and hour requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Aat 
to oertain a.genai es. Had this decision been followed by other 
courts and applied to all other telegraph agencies. the Com-
pany's oosts would have been increased to a prohibitive de• 
gree. and the discontinuance of the agencies v.ould have aaused 
substantial inaonvenienae . to the publia. 
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How to Use the Ser~icea - - -- ----- ___ .......... 
.Many telegr~s aN transmitted from businaa a oftioes 
by the use of the teleprinter, a printing telegraph machine 
with a typ:~writer-like keyboard, over a direct wire to tele-
gra:Ph offioes. In other business offices, the handle of a call 
box 1e turned to eu.mmon a messenger 1D pick up the telegr&JD. 
Other people go to a m arby telegraph office, or dictate the 
message to Western Union by telephone. 
The time a telegraph message is sent is important. 
People on the Atlantic Coast should remember that when the 
business day closes at their offices, it still baa an hour 
to go at points in the Central Time ~one, such as Chicago, 
St. Louie or Dallas, two hours w go at pointe in the Moun• 
tain time Zone, such. as Denver, or Albuquerque, and three 
hours to f§J at pointe in the :?aoifio Time ~one, such as Reno, 
Seattle or Los. Angele a. There still is time to send a fast 
telegram and olose a deal that is pending rat~r than to de-
lay shipment or transaction until another day and per~pa loaa 
to a competitor ~o acta at once. The sender will of course 
want to consider the class of service to use. 
TzpeB .9! Servia es Oftere4 
Full-Rate Telegrams 
are fastest. Tbe cost for ten words ranges from 
thirty-five cents for local telegram to $1.46 betW$en the most 
distant points in the United States. Words in exoeaa of ten 
are ohargei for at a low extra-word rate. The address and one 
signature are oarried without oharge. 
Serial Servioe 
is designed for use When there is intermittent oor-
respondenoe with one addressee dur!Dg the oourse of a iay. tt 
is the most eoonomioal aervioe to use in sending a aeries o~ 
short tele·grams to the same addressee. Serial telegrams are 
transmitted with the same expedition as fUll-rate telegrams. 
A minimum of 15 m rd a per installment is oounted and the mini-
mum obarge is for an aggregate of fifty words a day. Aggregate 
Serial rates are approximately twenty per oent higher than 
thos:e for Day Letters of corresponding length. Eaoh installment 
must be de,1gnated as "Ser" to reoeive oredit. 
Da1 L.etter Service 
is suitable for all messages whioh oan be sent lese 
speedily and still serve their purpose. Generally the aost ar 
a fifty-word Day L.etter is the same as that of a eeventeen-wo rd 
full-rate telegram. When what would normally be a Day •Letter is 
sent to a business house eo late that ita delivery during business 
hours ie doubtful, full-rate service should be uaea. 
BJ.sht Letter Servioe 
is a low-rate overnight servioe. Bight Letters may 
be filed up to 2 A ,M, for delivery the ensuing morni :og. The 
oharge for a 25-wo ril Night Letter varies from a minimum of 
thirty oents to a maximum of ninety-fi'\fe aenta depending on 
the distanoe. The rates for additional words in exoeas of twen-
ty-f h• dearea·se progressively as the length of the lllt&aag• in-
oreasel, so the t 200 words oa.n be put on the wire to nearby 
places for only seventy-one oenta:. Thts servioe makes it possib-
le for business proposals, reports ani inst ruo tiona to be •ri tten 
in d.etail and telegraphed at low oost. 
Telegraph Money Orders 
provide a rapi4, aoourate s-exoviee for transferring 
· money quiakly and safely from one point to another. The ratea 
are the same as regular full-rate telegrams of fifteen woTda 
plus a money order fee. For Night Letter Janey Orders, the 
telegraph charges are oaloula ttr4 at. Night Letter Rates. Tele-
graph Shopping Orders are designed to oover the ·purchase in 
distant cities and delivery to the person designated at any 
given time gifts of books, oan4y, oiga.rs, flowers, fruit, sparta 
or theatre tickets, eta. An attraotively decorated oard oar-
riel the DBssage whiah aooompanies the gift. Regular money or-
der rates, plus a .76 cent service ohars• are applied. 
Commercia~ Jews 
ia another important Western Union service. Reports 
of quotations by message and ticker are available froa twenty-
seven s took and oom:nodi ty exchanges. T ioke r quotations from 
the largest of these. the New York Stock Exchange. are trana-
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mitte4 to oitiea in almce.t all states, Canada and Cuba• 
Period. reports and. running stoey aooounts of spoTting e• 
vente as well as general sports infonnatton oan alao be 
furnished. by message, by dire:ot wire and by tloker. 
!rime Service 
Western Union is the Nation's Timekeepe~. Cor-
rect Naval Observatory Time is furnished tor as little aa 
f ive oents a day in more than 2,000 American cities thro~a 
the Wostem Union's correct Time S•rvioe. Only Western 
Union prov14es salt-winding cloaks mioh are electrically 
synchronised wJ. tb. laval Observato~ Time every hour of the 
day and night. • 
Messenger Service 
Western Union offers a complete line of mes~Jenger 
services both looally aDd nationally. .Four major olassea 
of messenger service are: 
1. Rrrand service - inoludes the performance of 
a variety of individual errantls, looal and inter-oity;. a 
few examples: Business Errands--pickup and delivery of en-
velopes, documents. blueprint$ =. briefs, news oopy and preaa 
releases; advert~ing outs, mats, proofs and drawings; bio-
logicals, pharmaceuticals and other professional materials. 
Personal Errands--pickup and delivery of packages of all 
kinds, inol uding candy, flowers, a !gars, perfume and othe~ 
gifts :for holidays, birthdays, anniversaries; seour ing of 
forgotten articles :from home or office, of garments from 
iailor, of books fro~ llbrar,v; taking of presarlptione to 
pharmacist • 
2~ Parcel serviae - Contract arrangements are 
made with retail merchants, drug and department stores, 
transportation companies ana service establishments fcr 
the piokup and delivery of merchandise and articles on a 
regular route basis, or as "specia~"• 
3. Advertising distribution service - (addreeaea 
and unaddressed) Western Union handles contract aervio' 
foso national, regional and local advertisers and advertising 
agencies.. This inoluiies delivery, reshipment and remailing 
of. addressed material of all kinds, d irect-to-conaumer dis-
tribution of unaddressed samples and printeA matter, plaae-
ment of di-splays and other point-of-sale advertising and a 
score of other services • 
4. Special servia es - The gatb:l ring of market 
analysis data, making traffic aounts, dealer inquiry servia• 
arrangements, window display, aheoking, teat buying, health 
and weather report service, puroh$sing, pa.aking and shipping 
products and oountless other special services are perform•4 
by Western Union. Sone of these arrangeme nta do not neces-
sarily require the s erv ioes of me saengera. 
Installment Payment Service 
Western Union o.tfioea aooept installment payments 
on oars, refrigerators, appliances and stmilar items for a 
&mall fee (usually 20 cents) which the patron pays at the 
time of making his payment. These oolleotions. are then re-
mitte4 by the Telegraph Company to the installment compan7 
so concerned. 
Illustrated Telegraph Service 
This is. a local telegraph serv ioe for advertisers 
who wiah to depict their proauct on either our regular or 
4ecoxated telegraph blanks. The service offers an excellent 
metho4 of punl1ois1ng new items or offeri~ products dil'eotly 
for s ale by telegra}:il. A small charge in addition to the 
standard telegraph charge is made for the advertising il-
lustration. 
Market Research !B! Public Opinion Survey Service 
This service offers the personnel and facil i t i es of 
Western Union for gathering market ani opinion research data, 
either by interview or by DfJSsenger delivery and piok-up of 
questionnaires. 
Miaoe llaneous Se rv io ea 
Telegrams may be sent to and from mobile unita 
equipped with radiotelephones, such as automobiles, trains, 
airplanes, buses, trucks ana. inland waterways boats. Messages 
may be paid for through any Western Union office, or charget 
to the mobile unit telephone number. 
Telemeter Service 
By ua.e of tba Varioplex, Telemeter Servioe pro-. 
vi&ea 4ireot telegraphic oonneotton between oustomera' 
main atfioes and branches or correspondents for the eoonomio-
al handling of large volumes of telegra :~ing. Var loplex di-
vides the large word•oareylng oapaolty of long-distnace wi~ • 
operated by the multiplex method, between several users. In 
effect, it provides many more dlreot telegraph facill ties , 
over one multiplex cirauit. wi'tilout requiring the use of any 
more wires. 
Private .!!!:!. S~ te~ 
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Western Union provides important private wim net-
works and switching systEIIls, suah as tm Civil Aeronautics 
Administration's weather reporting network, linking the air-
ports ot the oountry; a system linking the Federal Reserve 
Banks in al1 parts of the nation; the network connecting the 
offices and plants of the u.s. Steel Corporation, and the 
system oonneotl ng airports and otfloea of the United Air Linea. 
American Expl;'esa Companz Money Orders ,2 Trav·elers Cheques 
Express money orders, generally aent by mail, sup-
plement the usual telegraph aervioe for rapid transmission of 
~nda. They are sold in principal Western Union offioes. Like-
wise, Amerioan Express Travelers Cheques, which afford the 
publio protected funds when travel!~, can be purchased a" 
most telegraph offioes. 
How to. Write Telegrams 
The name ot the person, firm or corporation to whom 
a telegrsm · is to be delivered should be written below the 
upper-left oorner of the blank. In addressing telegrams, 
inol u4e all information that will be helpful in loa ating the 
addressee quickly. There is no extra charge, for inatanoe, 
for the •ddress: "R• Theodore Swift, oare Jaok Dawson Mfg. 
Co., 333 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. Mass." Even a telephone 
number, the business title of the addressee or "Mr. and Mrs. 
John Silver and family", may be used without extra omrge• 
Code addresses are not permissible in domestio telegrams. 
In replying to a telegram \men no street addreaa 
is known, write "Answer date" or "Answer" after the name of 
the addressee. and address the telegram to the oi ty and tele-
graph offioe from which the original telegram was sen"• The 
originating branoh offioe is indioated by one or two letters 
whioh may appear immediate preoeding the "plaoe from'! in the 
date line of the telegram reoeived. lor example: ~R. Theo-
dore Swift, Answer Date W!', Milford, :AW.ss." 
Sometimes people address a telegr~ to "B. Swift, 
Empire State BuUding, New York Oiv. ~ forcettitW that the" 
are thousands of people employe4 in that building. Use firm 
names am room numbers. If, however, the telegram is ad-
dressed to a well-known national or local figuiV, or a nation4111 
ally-known business or bank, it 12 unnecessary to give the 
room number, buildirg and street address. 
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As to the text of the telegram, the keynote of the 
well-wor4ed telegram is oonoiseness. The meas98e should be 
stated ole arly ani briefly. The i4eal is :tor every word to 
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be neoessary to the meaning o:f the massage. but no word shoult 
be omitted When suoh omission would make the meaning of the 
telegram doubtful. Oonoiaeness should not be oarriel to a 
point where the meani~ is obaoured or vlhere the valuable time 
of the sender is wasted in rewritlng with only the objeot of 
saving a few centa in oost. It is always better to use a few 
extra words when they add to alarit7 Qr the emphasis of a 
message. 
!!! Telegrams ~ Counted !B! Charged ~o~ 
The following praotioea are obser~ed in 4etermining 
the number of ohargeable words in domestio telegrams to all 
plaaes in North •merioa: 
1. One address and one signature are free. 
2. Piotionary words from the English, Ger.man, 
Frenoh, Italian, Dutoh, Portuguese. Spanish 
and La tin language a are oounted aa one wort 
eaoh, irrespsotive of length. Any wo·r4 or 
group of 1e tters not forming a dictionary wort 
in any of these eight languages is oounted a~ 
the rate of one word for every five letters or 
frao tlon of five let tare~ 
3. Proper names in any language are aounte4 aoaora-
1ng to the way they are normally written. 
Examples: 
United States - 2 worda 
North Carolina ~ 2 worAe 
New York City • 3 woria 
4. Abbreviations are oounted at the rate of one 
word for eaah f iva letters. 
Examples: 
lb. - 1 word. 
All - 1 wora 
PJI ... 1 v.orl 
IY - 1 wort 
5~ Personal names are oounted in the way they are 
normally written. 
Examples: 
Vandewater - 1 wori 
Van der Gross ~ 3 wordl 
Du Boia - 2 wor4a 
Le Blano - 2 wor4s 
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s. Punctuation marks are neither oounted nor oharge4 
for. 
7. Exoept for the punctuation marka that art 
transmitted free. the only additional stgna 
that oan be transmitted in domeatia messages 
are: t, ~. &, /, #, ' (tor feet), " C :tor 
inahee). Theae are oounte4 and charged tor 
on the basis of five or more mixed groups of 
:figures and lettera. ~~ch group of five will 
oonstitu'te one wo r4. 
~ !2 Write International Meaaagea 
International messages are constructed similarly 
to domestic telegrams. e:xoept that registered (abbrev1a.te4 
ood.e) addresses are austomar1ly used to aa'Ye ooeta. Eao.h 
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word in the address. text and signature is counted anA oharged. 
fo:r. 
In addreasing international messages, the name of 
the country of a.estinatlon is seldom necessary. Unregistered 
addresses should not be unduly shortened, einoe senders are 
responsible for imor~eot ar iilsuffio lent addresses ani oor-. 
reotions or amplifications can be Ilf.lde only by sending a 
pa14 message at the full rate cor reoting the original, 
International Services 
!!ll_-~ !! Ordinar;y: Cable -
-Is for fast plain-language or cipher message. No 
minimum number of words is charge4 fo,_.. 
Letter Measagea 
This is an inexpensive overnight service (2-i 
hours) designed primarily for plain-language business anA 
social communic ations of some length and not of euffioient 
urgmoy to warrant payment for faster service. Letter 
messages are designated by the prefix "L!" whioh is p1aoe4 
before the address and charged for as one word. Code 1a 
not permissible in the text of the message but code at-
dresses are perm! tted in the address or signature. The 
aharge per word for Letter messages is one~half of the 
charge for a full-rate message, with a minimum oharge for 
twenty-two words. 
Cable Money Orders 
This service provides the quiakes~. surest way to 
send fUnds to many foreign countries. The money is depoe!~~ 
e4 at the nearest Western Union offioes, and a tast Cable 
Money Order is a ant abroad. Payment is made through one of 
the company's numerous foreign aonr.,ations. A mes sage may 
be sent at a slight additional ooat. 
Shore-Ship Messages 
Communication with ships at sea or in the air in 
all parts of the world is provided by Western Union tn asso-
ciation with oonnecting radio-marine-telegraph aompaniea. 
However, only the ordinary or full-rate methods is available. 
Imao Service 
_.....,...._.. ........... 
International Metered Communications service ia a 
form of shared private line a ervicse in which certain faolli-
tiea anA apparatus of Western Union are placed at the 4iapos-
al of eubsoribers and their correspondents on a two-poin~ 
basis for the teleprinter transmission of record communication 
betweem New York City and London. Tran~isslon is dir•ot be-
tween each eubsoriber•s station and the aorreapondent•a eta~ 
t1an, providing one-way or two-way aommun1Qation as desired. 
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Sales Promotion 
Whoever coined the slogan, "Be Proud of your Com~ 
pany and Sell It," had an apt phrase, but it is one whioh 
should be examined closely to find its full import both aa 
to the meani~ of the word "Company" and the interpretation 
of the term "aelling it." 
To many people the word "Company" has a fi nanoial 
connotation only; it is something with a president at the 
top and an office boy at the bottcm, with s001.e framework of 
induat rial aotivi ty in be tween. Little thought is given t" 
the spirit, the tradition or the "what makes it tiok" faotora 
of a BOrporation. These are the intangibles, laoking which 
a company is a mere shell but Whioh, when poesesse4 in abun~ 
dane e, create the strongest oommeroial enterpris ea. The 
Western Union Telegraph Company is rioh in these intangibles. 
The history of the grmvtk of the telegraph is the hietory 
of this nation's growth. The romance of the telegrapa in-
dustry springs from the service rendered the nation in war 
or peaoe, in good times or bad, in depression or boom. The 
call 1D s.erve the communication needs of every community 
through every trial has created an esprit de oorpa linkins 
66,800 telegraph employes in a strong bond of service. 3ell• 
ing is the outlet through which this eagerness to serve in 
the best publio interest advances the welfare of the oompany, 
the employes, and the stockholders. 
,. \ 1 
Selling~ Institution~~ Community 
Just aa national expansion of telegraph lines and 
facilities helped to speed the growth of the nation's eoonomy, 
so haa the individual community growth been aided by local 
service. ~he part that eommunioations have played in aom .. 
munity growth and development oannot be ave r-emphaaized 1 but 
it should be ranambared that suoh JBrtioipation is a muoh 
sooial as eoonomia. 
Today, when the Western Union is the only telegraph 
oampany in the oauntry, it is more important than ever that 
proper appreoJa·,tion of the ocmpany in the aoumunity beoome 
a muat. 
It has been said that selling the institution 1a 
public relations, while selling the produot is a function 
of salesmanship; but in the telegraph business one oomplementa 
the other. By winning frienoa for the institution or the 
oanpany • sales of the prOd u.o t ,or aervioe are often made and, 
converse l y, bp selling products and servioe, friendship for 
the ocmpany is created. Selling the ina tltution in the com-
munity is most important beoause it embraoea ell phases of 
publio relations. 
The winning of friends for the oompany is not some-
thing that is done onae a year at the home offioe or some-
thing that is operated. on a aohedule with meohanioal media, 
but rather a day-in-day-out prooese that should be engaged 
by Western Union people in every oommunit7. 
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To better understand the meaning of publio re-
latione work to a looal probelm. 1he following exoerpts frem 
talks given by Louis B. Lundborg. General Manager of the 
San Franoisoo Chamber of Comneroe. are most enlightening: 
"To me. publio relations work oonaista of building 
the oba.raater .. of an institution in line with the public in-
terest--then letting the pu.bllo know that it is in line. 
"One thing I do want to say • As I understand it. 
the tenn 'public relatione' is not just a fanay name for 
press agentry or l_)Ublicity. although publicity is one of the 
important tools. 
"It is not just the winning of friends among em-
ployes--a! though that may have an important bearing upon 
public relations. 
"It is not just the winning of customers for the 
product or commodity of the inetitutiQn; that is the funotion 
of salesmanship or advertisi~--although both of those are 
important faotora in publio relationa. 
"The work of publlo relations is more particularly 
conaerned. not with the produot or commodity sold by the 
institution. but with the iDBtitution itself. And it is oon-
oernea with ore a t1. ng a friendly and favorable atti tud.e among 
the general publio as distinguished from those small segments 
of the pu.blio comprising the austomere or workers. 
"In some oases, these activities might even be 
said to be aimed at the members of the public in their capa• 
city as average citizens as distinguishe4 from their oapa-
aity as customers. It is entirely conceivable that an in-
dividual might be a satisfied customer. yet be the enemy of 
an institution because of poor publia relatione. 
"With most private business firn:e, the technique 
of public relations is applied largely toward protecting 
the right of the institution to exist, to operate under 
favorable conditiona. That right may be threatenea by legia~ 
lation, by public-ownership condemnation, or by 1a bor dis-
turbances, for example, in which the public attitude may 
be a deciding faotor. 
"If a business has a large measure of public ap-
proval ana_ the public has a large measure of confidence in 
it--it will give the business considerable freedom. If the 
public laaks oonfidenoe, it will restrict 1he freedom of the 
business and mayae even destroy it. The pathetic thing ia 
that in endeavoring 1o defend itself by restricting the free• 
dom of business, the public is inevitably reducing the degree 
of ef:tective service by that busimsa. 
"Real euocess, both for business and for the pub• 
lio lies in enterprise oonduoting itself in the public in-
terest and in su.oh a way that 1:he public will give it suf-
ficient freedom to serve effectively." 
The quotations given above lead to the conclua ioa 
that participation in community activities is an absolute 
llUSt in any program designed to win public approval in t~ 
locality. It has been atated by Kr. Lundborg that there are 
three main approaches to community relations. One is a pure• 
ly public relations objective of winning public approval by 
helping a civic project that will have no direct value to 
you. The second ia helping in those community efforts ani 
Aevelopmenta that will increase the etf1a1enay, effeative-
nesa or profit of your business operations. The third is 
the doing of oommunity work because it 1s tun. These three 
approo ab.es to communi "Y particip:~. tion provide both c anpany 
ana. personal benefits di:rectl.y and indi:rectlJ• In some of 
them, no direct sales effor" can be, nor should be, tie4 
in with the community wo%k, for while there is not a better 
business-builder in mos.t lima of endeavor than active com-
munity work, there are some phases of it that beget more 
businesa by avoiding a direa.t sales effort than by introduo1ng 
it into oivio problema .• = fhe two approaches are important, 
.. · 
fran the atampoint of direct or in4ireot company interest, 
but pa.rtioipation in oommu.nity activity because of personal :tun 
and aatiafaation can be considered as good a reason for en• 
gaging in community work as the other two put together. With 
due regard for all other responsibilities, it has been demon-
atra ted time and time ~a in the. t some of the deep&st personal 
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aatia:tact1on can be derived from oommuni ty work. in whiela 
the individual gets to know his neighbors, his oommuni~ 
and their mutual problema bet~er. 
Enlarging ~ Soope ~ Personal Influenoe 
In the smaller oitiee, the superintendent or 
manager making the publio contaot is responsible for the 
standing of Western Union in the community. If he shrink& 
within himself, the oompany'a ligh~ will be hidden under a 
bushel. In the larger oities, the company's standing will 
depend on the quality of representation by the superin~en­
dent and others of hia organisation who aid him in this 
work. If a Western Union representative is active and cap-
able, he will become well known and be sought forpartici pa-
tion in various oiv ic affairs and aooepted for his personal 
worth. The company's standing will correspondingly be en-
hanced. 
Weatern Union representatives hold memberships in 
serviae and business olubs and organizations. These membe~­
shipa oan be made productive of muoh good in self improve-
ment, development of personality, and the building of goo4 
will by better acquaintance and closer friendships, which 
in tum oan be translated into customer oonf idence and more 
bus iness. They are valuable, though, only to the extent 
that they are uaed. One takes out of such membership no 
more than is put into them. 
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One person may after months or years of member~ 
ship be known but slightly. Another in a few months knows 
all the membera; he oalls them by their first names; hia 
opinion is solicited; he serves on important oommitteea; 
and is regarded by his fellows generally as a man worth 
knowing. This is the man of whom business men think auto~ 
matioally when they want telegraph servioe, He personif1ea 
the quality oommonly spoken of as ~personality," 
If a man w1 th "poor" persomli ty really beoou.e 
interested in people to the point where he habitually wants 
to do something for them, hia personality will begin to 
sparkle. The man with a a.trong interest in others will 
never feel backward or hesitant in meeting others. Familiar-
! ty w1 th the names of business men will serve to ill entity 
them with their firms. Remember, as one writer has put it--
"There is nothing sweeter to him than the sound of a man 1 a 
own name." 
The ability to remember names is so important that 
the Western Union representative should lose no opportunity 
to improve this faoulty. "I have a poor memory for names," 
is anoii her way of saying, "l never wo rke-. hard at remember~ 
ing names,'~ and refleots laok of suf:fioi.ent interest to con-
centrate for memory purposes. If you surprise a man by re-
membering hie name he will struggle to remember yours. Call 
a man by h1a name in a orowd and l.a ter you will see him ask-
ing others for your name. Know a great many men by name ana 
you become importan~ to those men. 
Make it a rule to get names distinctly the first 
time or asK that they be repeated, Rather than being bad 
for.m, asking to have a name repeated is displaying compli• 
mentary interest. After a first meeting, the name should 
be repeated to oneself a few times, and if it is diffloult 
it should be written down for greater impressibility. Writ• 
ten notes will aid in 1his important job of getting acquaint~ 
e4. 
Ken take an interest in those Who are interested 
in them. An interest in men is best demonstrated by becom-
ing informed on their activities and interests. If a mem-
ber has been away from your club on a long trip, seek htm 
out on his return; shake hands with him; welcome him back; 
comment on his, trip; tell him of something interesting that 
occurred during his absence. If he has been ill, the na tu.re 
of your greeting will be cbv ioua to you. . If some member of 
his family is ill, e~presa interest and sympathy. If he has 
a birthday or a wedding anniversary, congratulate him, or 
if some good busines a fortune has come his way. congratulate 
him on that.. If he makes a good speeoh or tells a gooa. story, 
ao up and sham banda or drop him a note and tell him how 
muo)l you enjoyed 1 t. A disoriminati ng use. ot the pen-written 
note ia a builder of reciprocal interest and tr1en4sh1p. 
Remember that a man in his own eyes is by wa y of being a 
moat important J~Jrson and that when you aonfi:m hia goot 
judgment you prove yours. When you show that you are in-
formed about h~, not only will he be pleased but you will 
be raised in his esteem. You will soon disoover that you 
are not playing politics but that you are getting a keen 
pleasure out of soattering sunshine and knowing your fel-
low men better • 
Exhibition ,.2! Operationa 
An effeotive means of selling Western Union to 
the publio is to invite an inspeotion of the looal Western 
Union operation. Few ot even the prinoipal users have any 
conoeption of the magnitude and oomplexity of the operations, 
tbe varied ana intrioate meohanisms employed. and the de-
gree of perfection to Wbioh the organization has been brought. 
When suoh inv i tat1one are extended w prominent looal peo-
ple singly or in groups, the opportunity is likely to be ap-
preoia ted alii a favorable impression is made for the Western 
Union. Among valuable prospects for these ins~ otlons are 
members of high sohool graduating classes and students in 
business eohools. At opportune times. arrangements ehoul4 
be Jmde wherever possible to have qualified persona address 
aoademio or business sohool bodies briefly and interestingly 
on the subjeot of telegraph and ita usee. The atudent of 
today ia the businessman or business woman ot tomorrow, ani 
the spreading of knowledge about Western Union means the 
building of future business. Opportunities to inSJSOt the 
operating rooms likewise should be extended to chief clerk& • 
stenographers and other influential employea of large patron& 
and to the operators of firms that file by teleprinter or 
telephone. The idea here is to build up not only an appre-
ciation of the organization, but a personal sentiment Whioh 
will go far toward maintaining pleasant business relations. 
With discretion, and where oiroumatanoea warrant, such visitors 
should be supplied with packets of greeting-occasion and 
other aocia1-service blanks• and with other various media. 
Publicity 
.Efforts should be made to cul tlv ate the good will 
of newspaper people, from the publisher down. ~amplea of 
news of public i nterest which should be given to newspapers 
are: the establishment, or relocation of an offioe, an in• 
orease of :facilities through improvement o:f the plant, the 
introduction of new or special services, the establishment 
of direct circuits, innovations or changea in the service. 
Also: brief items on speeches by Western Union 
people before civic olubs and other groups.; election of tele~ 
graph people to offices in looal organizations; important 
service anniversaries of employee; human interest stories 
about telegraph people doing unusual jobs; announcements of 
appointments, promotions, ano retirements; any human 1nter• 
eat incident. In addition: visits by company officials, 
trips by looal telegraph people, local telegraph anniver-
eariea, atores on special occasions, holiday services, eto. 
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Promotion of Good Will 
---~ 
Western Union being the only telegraph company, 
the repu'ta tion earned of ab ill ty to serve in unusual wa~ 
constitutes an advantage whioh shouli be followed by con-
stantly seeking new fields and new opportunities to sel"ve • 
A sustained effort should be made to build up Western Union 
offioee as places where a wide range of information and help 
are available. 
This exclusive occupanoy of the domes,ic telegrapa 
field carries with it an important responsibility. The~ 
sheuld by all means avoid the human tendency toward self• 
aatisfaction and indifference to the convenience, needs ana 
interest of patrons. Customers must be served efficiently, 
completely and courteously. The stimulus formerly provi4e4 
by telegraph competition m~t be provided now by an eager 
and cwrteous desire to give a better and more complete 
serve to om tomera. Western Union has a great opportunity 
to raiee thelr service reputation to new high levels. 
Let it not be said that Western Union has e. mono-
poly on fast communications. The public has a free choioe 
among the telegraph, the telephone and airmail, and it is 
Western Union's responsibility and duty to build the publie 
telegraph consciousness, to make the telegrapn so easy ani 
satisfactory to use that there will be no question of ita 
being used when it should be. 
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Western Union Stookholdera 
All that has been said in oonneotion w.i th keeping 
the general publio adYiee4 of the oompany'a aim to serve is 
equally important in keeping Western Union stockholders in~ 
formed of the company's objectives and work in attaining 
those objectives. All stockholders receive quarterly re~ 
ports whioh serve to keep them currently abreast of Western 
Union activities. Hew stockholders, however, are oallei 
upon personally in keeping with a publio relations program 
designed to wel oome them into the Western Union family and 
acquaint them with the work in serving the nation. Sales 
people are the ones who usually will make such interviews 
4esigned to give any explanation of oompany activi~ desired 
by the stockholder, and an offer of availability to serve 
the atookbolder at any time in his direct or indirect com-
pany interest. 
Kational Legislators 
Aside from their political prominence, members of 
the National. House of Represents ti vas and Senate often are 
men of large affains. Spend!~ their time, as they do, for 
long periods in the Capital, they are out of touoh with home 
and. constituents. Western Union is in a peculiarly favor-
able position to serve them, and the superintendent or man-
ager at the place of each repreeentative•s residence shouli 
make it a point of becoming acquainted with him at the first 
9pportunity. Western Union service oan be a useful link 
between the representative and his home oommunitJ for per-
sonal or business oommunioation needs. 
Requirements £! !h! Commercial Repr~sentative Selling Job 
Every Wsstern Union person who oomea in aontao't 
with patrons in the mesaage·handling process is to some ex-
tent a salesman, and the publia's long-term estimate of the 
oompany, whloh is called "good will," is formed from many 
such contacts over the years. That it is so largely favor~ 
able is an impress ive tribute to the loyal and intereste4 
men and women who so long have interpreted the servioe 
polioy, personified the oompany, and ministered to the faat-
oommunioation needs of telegraph users. 
In the time that has elapsed sinoe the two tele-
graph aompan1es were consolidated, Western Union has had an 
opportunity to oonvime any doubters 'that interested ana 
attentive serviae did not depend on competitive self-interest, 
ani they have bad more expressions of genuine appreciation 
from oertain large users than ever before. 
The Western Union salesman is backed from the start 
by the strong advantage of general publla knowledge of hll 
company, its acKnowledge& plaoe in its field, and its estab-
lished dependability of character, touohing the life of Amer-
ioa for nearly a century. RiB fellows have oome to be known 
as service counsellors in fast communication. It is neoeaaary 
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then that he be well prepared for his role of expert in 
the service offered by the company and the manner in which, 
those services work. 
Western Union nas won a position of trust by 
being worthy of it, and to fill the role of advisor ade-
quately in communioatione matters, the salesman must be en-
tirely honest with the customer in all his r ecommendations, 
whether or not they are favorable to him at the time. Par-
tial oonfidenoe does not exist; it is total or nothing· • •. 
Friends make dependable patrons. "To have a frien4, 
be one." To sell a man a thing that he neede and that will 
serve him well is the aot of a friend., and friendship grows 
on suah foundations. This relationship is truly satiafaotor,v 
when confidence grows to the point where the customer comes 
to the ealeaman for solution of his problems; that should be 
the saleaman 1 s goal. 
Close relationship between salesman and customer 
will enable observation, study and recommendation leading to 
more varied and larger cu s tomer usage of the telegraph, as 
well as the extension of the methods to new patrons. 
Having olose, intimate and frequent contaot with 
oustomers, and being alertly responsive to their communica-
tion needs, the salesman Will form the ohannel into which 
will flow the public sentiment and viewpoint toward the tel-
egraph industry, and thua will be avoided that easy and un• 
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deretandable but unfortunate misapprehenalon -- the mono-
po~ idea toward a oompany standirg alone in an industry. 
One 1nd1f :terent or · .t~tleas employee of Western 
Union oan represent the attitude of a corporation as "Publie-
be-damned Mimed" and it is equally true that orm ocmpeten"t 
salesman oan represent the oampany as an enlightened, pro• 
gressi ve and friendly purveyor of an adequate and aa tis faa-
tory aervioe. 
~ ~ Commandments of S alesll8nship 
A good many years ago, a well known writer. Dr. 
Frank Crane, wrote the Ten Commandments of Salesmanship. 
They are as timely and true today as then, and if studiit 
and followed will increase any salesman's power: 
1. Be Agreeable 
2. Know Your Business 
3. Tell The Truth 
4. Don't Argue 
5. Make It Plain 
6. RemEillber Names and Faoea 
'1 • Be Depends ble 
8, Don't Be Egotistio 
9. Think Suooeaa 
10. Be HUIDSD 
1. Be Agreeable: The very first and greatest of 
the faota a salesman ought to learn is that agreeableness ia 
worth money. Courtesy, politeness and accommodation cost 
nothing but you oan sell them. 
2. Know Your Bus ina sa: . Knowledge oommands high 
respect from those Who have less of it, and the telegraph 
salesn~n aan by steady application know more about hie line 
than any customer possibly oan. And he must know it, for 
the uninformed often ask sharply-pointed questions, and an 
unsure reply destroys confidence. A little spare time eaah 
day spent in digging up and polishing the faats is safe in-
surance against the unexpected question. 
3. Tell The Truth: The business does not require 
a salesman to lie to his oustomer; and he must lie at his 
own risk, a large risk, tor untruth needs a perfeot memory. 
The ous tomer is quick to see when a truthful statement is 
made to the salesman's disadvantage, and while this may mean 
a temporary set-back, it pays future dividends in complete 
customer oonfidanoe. 
4. Don't Argue: Argument arouses antagonism, a 
stranger to the buying mood. He who wins an argument loses 
a sale. The SKilful salesman is too taotful to argue. By 
deft suggestion he leads the customer to the desired deals ion, 
and the oustomer gives himself credit for having arrived at 
a wise conclusion. 
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5. Uake It Plain: Don•t use teohnioal terms. 
Don't use any term with which the customer probably is un~ 
familiar or any word Which is not clear as crystal to you. 
If when you have left his office your customer sinks into 
a fog of complete misunderstanding, your call was just as 
well not made. If your v.orda ha. ve carried clear under• 
standing and conviction to your customer, he will rate up 
your I.Q. accordingly. 
6. Remember Names and Faces: When a man says: 
"1 am very poor at remembering names and faces," he says 
in effect: "I never worked very hard at rem$mbering names 
antl faces." The things easily forgotten ·. are the thinga 
-
passed over lightly in the first place; the things remem-
berel are the things that made a deep hence lasting im-
press· ion at the time. One does not forget the name of 
his best frienA or his most disliked aoquaintanoe. The 
self-importance owned by every man is outraged when he is 
called by the wrong name, and he is pleased when he is cor-
rectly nam•d· So often overlooked, this is one of the most 
important prinoiples in human relations. 
7. Be Dependable: Nothing in this wide worll 
pleases a man more than doing far him just What you promised 
to do. This 1-Bbi t is o atohir.g; m will keep his engagements 
to you. Keep your word, even in little mattere. Be punctual 
for appointments, even w.ith people you think unimportant. It 
is a habit that grows. There is no part of your personal 
assets more valuabl.e than to be known as a man whose alight• 
eat word is as good as his bond. 
a. Don't Be Egotistic: Confidence is a necessary 
working tool with a salesman. It anould be quiet and not 
too assertive, for vanity and over-aggressiveness are liabili-
ties that drive the customer to cover. We should keep a sane 
balance, eo don't be too humble. Be polite, but not obae. 
quious; pleasant, but not fatuoue; dignified. but not stiff; 
friendly, but not familiar. 
9. Think Suooess: As a man thinketh, so ie he. 
Don't think failure, or you will look it. All the world loves 
a winner, and an outward air of defeat never sells any business. 
Tmre is no 4efeat for the mental a tti tu4e tha t sees the best 
sale just ahead. Put the doubts out of your mind--they are 
the traitors to your euaoese. A destructive thought oan to 
more harm than your worst enemy. 
10. Be Human: A sale is a human transao tion be-
tween human beings-~or it isn't a sale, so meet the buyer half 
way by being human. Carry your sense of humor with you but 
keep it 1n good taste. Be good natured; be friendly--friendly 
to all persona encountered on the oustomer•s premises. They 
oan be friends at o.ourt, and often will vol1Dlteer helpful 
information. Consider the welfare of the customer and watoh 
for opportunities to aooommodate him in small matters. He 
will reoirpooate with oonfidenoe and good. will. 
Prerequisites 2,! Szstematic Salesma~hip 
I 
Systematic and successful salesmanship oalls for 
more than the simple determination to work certain floors 
in an office building or a given side of a business street. 
To drop in casually and inquire whether the service is eat .. 
isfaotor~. whether calls are quickly attswered and if there 
is a sufficient supply of blanks on hand is all Yery well in 
ita way, but it is nQt selling and it is not salesmanship. 
Such calls may uncover dissatisfaction with Wester n Union 
aerv ic:te where 1 t exists, and they may serve·· the excellent; 
purpose of conveying to the patron the fact that there ia 
a real and continuing interest in seeing that he is well 
served; but they do not go very far toward developing new 
bus im sa, which is the salesman 'a real job. The direct sell• 
ing of new uses of the telegraph brings the salesman into 
personal contact with keen businessmen who scrutinize close-
ly every proposed e:x;pendi ture and vilo will surely turn down 
any s~gestion that is not conclusively shown to be a bus iness~ 
bringer and a money-maker, and whose invariable demand is 
"show me." The salesman, therefore, must not only be thorough• 
ly sold himself on his proposition (because unless he is, he 
cannot hope to present 1 t convincingly) • but he must be equip-
ped wi. th a thorough Ul\4erstandill?; of his subject and with 
a proper argument and figures to· enfo~ce and substantiate his 
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points, 
Det1o1~no1es ~hat Disqualit[ 
Tm idea that a salesimn is born and not made 1a 
a mistake. Most of the ~eally suooesstul salesmen hawe made 
themselves by building on euoh natural qualities as they have 
and by learning end applying. the successful methods of others. 
To be sure, there are certain oharacteristios that tend to 
disqualify a man for salesmanship~ The pessimist can soaroe-
ly auoceed, for a salesman needs abundant optimism to carry 
him over the d iecouragement s be will sur ely encounter. Agaln. 
one who i8 constitutionally alow in thought will be seriously 
handicapped in meeting instantly, as the successful sales~ 
man must, unexpected interruptions and objections. A lack of 
taot is an almost insurmountable difficulty. While other de• 
fioienoies may be overcome by study and training, temperamen-
tal oharaoteriatics like those noted above indicate that their 
poeseesor should seek lines other than sellirg. 
Qualities That Bring Succeea 
The salesman who possesses all the helpful natural 
gifts must stUl qualify in certain 4 efinite ways before he 
oan successfully undertake the work of convincing others that 
they should make an increased use .of the telegraph. In ad-
dition 1x> knowing his sub~ eat thoroughly, he must know human 
nature. And again, he must sense when he has sa14 enough, 
when to 1e t the customer do the tal. king, and when and how tG 
---- -~ -
lead the conversation cleverly if it is not heading in the 
right direction. Above all else, he must have enthusiasm 
an4 the ability to pass thi~ enthusiasm on to the prospect. 
The auooeeaful salesman will always be striving to perfeot 
himself in the art o1 dealing with men-~an art which calla 
for the knowledge and praotioe of diplomacy. the discovery 
of the beat avenues of approach. the moat convincing form 
of presentation of arguments. and .the meeting and successful 
overcoming of objections. Hie realization of failure to do 
any of these things, as he reviews his work, wil~ ooneta ntlf 
dia close room for improve men\ • 
Appearance .!!!!, :a.Bnner 
Any careleaaness in dress, personal habits and oon• 
duo"• or in the manner of meeting the patron, is a handicap. 
Combativeness, self-assertiveness. and conceit are as ba4 1D 
their way as timidi"Y• irresolution and servility. The per-
sonality ot the sales:mn should command the reepeot of the 
buyer before a word has been said. One of the bases of suo~ 
oeaeful selling is just being likeable. A real interest in 
the ous to mer and a oonv io tion of the worth of the tale graph 
to him will remove any selt-oonsciouaneee that the salesman 
may have. The more the salesman thinks about the prospect's 
need of Western Union eerv io e and the le sa he thinks abou1 
himself, the greater will be his suoaesa. 
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Enthusiasm 
Enthusiasm comes from a conviction that a large 
use of the telegraph is indispensable in modern business ant 
that Western Union service .is the best. Without this en-
thueiasm the salesman cannot cope successfully with the obief 
obstacle to selling anything--the human tendency to let things 
atay as they are. 
The "You" AttituAe 
--
It is a fact too fundamental to require elabora• 
tion that each one of us has his own interests foremost in 
mini. The wise salesman recognizes this fact and applies 
it to his own purposes ·by showing the prospect definitely 
bow he oan adapt what the telegraph has to offer to his 
business, rather than by talking generally of what the tele~ 
graph has dona or oan do. 
Advanoe study gives the telegraph salesman the 
opportunity to choose, bef or e go i ng out on h is ila ly r out -. 
ing, testimonial letters whlah, insofar as possible, are 
from firm in the same or corresponding li~s of bus mesa 
as those he is calling on that day. 
Study along the lines suggested, or any otbera 
that may commend themselves to the salesman's knowledge of 
looal conditions, not only will help him to interest the 
prospeot at tl:e start but will aid immensely in overoomins 
objections. 
The study o~ local commercial news, and the keep-
ing in touah with general business cond~ione have the ad-
vantage of often enabling the telegraph salesman to seize 
upon some sudden or temporary condition that arises in a 
patron's business to help put Western Union's proposition 
aorosa. 
Seven Steps !a SelliDS 
In the consummation of a sale there are seven dis-
tinct steps: 
1. The salesman -approaches the customer for an 
opportunity to present the propos it ion. 
2. The salesman seeks to seoure the prospeot•a 
undivided attention. 
3. The salesman seeks to inspire the proapeot 
with oonfidenoe in the proposition and in Western Union. 
4. From attention and confidence the salesman 
develops in the prospect a genuine interest in the service 
and in what an inoreaeed use of the telegraph will do for 
him. 
6. Out of the interest the salesman causes to grow 
in the prospect's mind a iefinite desire to use the telesraph 
more extensively. 
6. When this desire has been definitely stimu.lat• 
et the salesman seeks to impel the prospect to take definite 
action to use the telegraph more extensively. 
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7 • With a 1.1 lingering doubte as to the a4vantagea 
ann results to be had from Western Union servioe remove4, 
the salesman implants a firm resolution in the proapeot'a 
mini to increase the use of Western Union service--in other 
words, the sale is oloae4. 
While all these steps must be taken in the develop-
ment of a suaoessful sale, the emphasis to be plaoed on any 
one of them will vary aooording to the epeoial oonditiona 
surrounding the prospect's state of min4 and business--with 
both of whioh, of oour se. the salesman has acquainted him"" 
self in hie advance study or observes as the interview pro"" 
greases. 
It is true also that the~ is no definite dividing 
line between one of these atepa and another. Attention slides 
almost imperceptibly into oonfidenoe, whioh in turn leada in• 
to interest, desire an! so to aotion. Nevertheless, all seven 
of these stepa must be developed with varying emphasis before 
the sale is made. 
Personal Servioe Representatives 
Personal-service representatives at the large divi-
sional offices and in the larger districts are a necessary ani 
I 
important part of Western Union sales organization and have 
definite duties to perform in connection with building of 
good will and inoreaaing usage of telegraph, 
The principal dUties of personal-aervioe represen-
tatives may be summarized as follows: 
l. The thorough and oomplete instruction of patrons• 
emplo38s assi~ned to the operation of teleprinters or other 
handling of the telegraphic correspondence. In addition. the 
personal-servia• representative. aaaompanisd by the superin• 
tendent (or sales manager whenever it is deemed advantageous 
looally) should make inaugural oalls on new installations ani. 
obtain a complete list of the customer's correspondents, of-
floe hours and any other important information incident to 
the handling of the telegraph file • 
2. The personal-service representative should main" 
tain a sympathetic and helpful attitude throughout the initial 
instruction period and make every effort to impress patrons• 
operators with the simplicity ~nd ease with whioh messagea may 
be sent and reoe1Yed. Tbe training period should be continued 
until thia h&.s been aaoomplished and. if necessary • follow-
up oalle should. oontinue for a few days to insure a thorougla 
instruction job. until the operators are completely soli on 
the mw method of hand! ing telegrams. Every tie-line opera• 
tor is a customer. and an important s~rae of good will. 
Personal-aervioe representatives should also endeavor. where-
ever possible, to train alternate or fall-baok employes in 
patrons• offices. 
3. Patrons should be asked to infonn the company 
when a ohange in their personnel requires the assignment of 
untrained new employes to handle the teleprinter, in or&er 
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that Western Union may have an opportunity to give auoh 
employee a thorough and oanplete oou.ra.e of illl!ltruotion. 
Customers should be enoourag~d to depend on person~servioe 
representatives to reoommend new aandi.G a tea for teleprinter 
opera tiona in the 1r off ices. The plaoemen t of oc:xnpetent 
emplo~s in oustomere 1 of:tioea not only earns Western Union 
the apprec i ation of the employe, but of the employer, ani 
insures a friendly reoeption for the representative. 
4. The usa of varioUB services, shottld be thorough• 
ly explainel. 
5. Spot oheoks should be made in oustomere• offioea 
or from billa to make certain neasages are being properl7 
classified to aooompliab their purposes, aa well. as taking 
advantage of the :ate beat suited. to the ous tomera• needs. 
6. Patrona should be supplied with all avallabl• 
eooial and greeti~-oooasion blanks and their :rates to dif-
ferent !ooala. 
7. Customers~ operators should be invited to vie1t 
Western Union main offices and other appropriate oourteaiea 
extended on a personal baaie. In oon4uoting t hem throt18h 
the various departments and main operating room, the hand-
lings of telegrams should be explained in 4etail and partioule.r 
attention called to direot wires, especially to points with 
whioh the patron ordinarily corresponds. 
It is expeated that persona1-servioe representatives 
will build. up perso na.l relation-. and friendship with operators 
to a point where the latter will oall us direot when anything 
goes wrong. A sinoere personal interest is moessary to ao-
ooopli8h thia. By learning dates of birthdays. anniversaries, 
etc., many friendly gestures are DBde possible. Expressions 
of sympathy to girls. abean t because of illness are appreciatet. 
Knowledge of vaoation plana will enable the sending of greet• 
inga on departure or return, or the extension of favora at 
places of vaoation. .i{nowledge of hobbies will make intereat-
ing conversation. These are more than business-getting d.evioes; 
they are waya of making and holding friends for the oompany. 
It is essential that personal-serviae representa-
tives be informed of complaints filed by teleprinter patrons 
or any other matters that may in any way affect the file. 
They should keep in olose touoh with the personal-service 
bureau. or tie-line supervisor, and always introduce the pa• 
trona' operators to the bureau employes when they visit 
Western Union offices. 
The importance of our personal-eervioe representatives• 
work cannot be over-emphasized, and it must receive the super-
vis1Qn and attention it deserves. ~he personal-aervioe rep. 
~eaentative is m ture.lly expected to work in close cooperation 
with both the sale a manager and city oomrnercial manager. and 
to coordinate her work oloaal y with that of the salesman te 
whom the ac oount is assigned. Many patrons that have reaiat-
e4 the individual efforts of the salesll8n oan be won througa 
the eff ioient teamwork of both. 
Telegraph -Versus Telephone 
Western Union has no quarrel with the proper use 
of long dietanoe, the rates of which are likewise under no 
criticism. Certainly where a "meeting of the minds" ie in• 
volve4 the telephone offers a medium second only to face-to. 
face conversation. This should be admitted frankly wherevef 
necessary when oompar ing the two serv ieee. Western Union' e 
main aontention is that the p3. tron in many oases WO'Q.ld be 
much better served if he resorted to speedy written com-
munication whm h for businesa purposes is usually far superi•r 
to the oral. The basic points of superiority of the tele• 
graph together with the arguments and steps for developing . 
eaab. follows. 
1. Telegraphing usually coats leas. This ad .. . 
vantage of eoonomy become a a major selling point in dealing 
with all long distance customers. It is the hub around which 
Western Union sales presentations revolve. Studies in whioh 
the customers' communications are surveyed and ana.ly&e4 must 
be made frequently to emphasize this advantage. In their 
ensuing presentation, all of the other advantages of the speedy 
written communication over the oral can be stressed. The re .. 
lative costa of the two methods are of course the ~ctual ex• 
pendi1nre by the customer for the oral serv iae compared tp 
what Western Union has to offer but this does not :~man it ia 
desira ble (although ocoasionally possible) simply to compare 
basic telephone rates with the basio telegraph coats w the 
same point or points. 
In s.tudy.ing long distance calls suoh que atione. 
must be answered as: 
Was there an essential message? 
Was the t\\0 -way feature necessary? 
~ow long was the conneotlon? 
Gould decisions be reaohed by it? 
Who were the participants? 
These questions must be taken into o onsideration 
before it can be said that on any particular long dista.noe 
oall Western Union servioe oould mve been substituted at a. 
low el." rate • 
2. Telegrams provide a writte·n record. Next to 
the advantage of economy the written reoord feature of the 
telegraph has been found to have the strongest appeal to 
the customer. The Yellow Blank provides oomiderabls: advan-
tages over the oral communioation because the written reoo rd. 
ia available for study, r~ferenoe, and retention for any pur• 
pose. Misunderstandings whioh oan arise verbally between 
long distance telephone users are eliminated when the written 
reoord is substituted for convers ation. fhe telegram affords 
an opportunity (wholly lacking in the oral oom:munica.tion) of 
presenting in an orderly. comple·te. and oarefully-cheokel 
form full opportunity for the recipient to ponder. digest, 
and thoroughly consider the business in hand. The oommunioa-
tion in written form is always available in the filea of 
both ·sender!;! and addressees to canplete the record of the 
transaction for both parties. 
When an of fer is made by tele~raph and an answer 
i s received by telegraph this exchange constitutes a writ-
ten contract which is its own evidence and el~ninates any 
dispute which might d. evelop from a misunderstood telephone 
conve rsation. 
3. The telegram re.v ar intrudes. The large major• 
1 ty of long d.ls.t anoe telephone calls are plaaed without know-
ledge of the actions of the person called. He may be in con-
ference or busily engaged in some other important rna tter, with 
the result that the lo:r:g d 1.a tance a: all is annoying. The per-
son oalling in suoh event is plaoed at a considerable diaad-
vantage. The u:te of the lo~ distance telephone when from 
the standpoint of both parties a telegram would serve be.tter, 
oan only be asoribed to unrefleoti~ habit and the disposition 
of the c al.ling party tD "get the rm. tter off his chest" with .. 
out stopping to think that he is perhaps handicapping his own 
proposa l by intruding it at an unfavorable moment. 
4. Telegrams are speedy. The reduction in overall 
time between the filing of telegrams ana their delivery has 
and will be Western Union•a continued goal. Considerable tm• 
provement has been made in the speed of service through auoh 
method a as. printer inatal:la tiona; reperfora tion ewi toh ing 
s,ystems; car1•ier systems • etc. Any claim in this respect 
utsually can be supported by an examination of the customers' 
:full-rate telegrams. averaged out, will be most helpful 1n 
o:onneation with speed dis.; cusaion whether they ooncern long 
a.iatanoe or Western Union servioe. 
5. Telegrams are dependabl•• In the temporary 
a.bsenae of an addressee a telegram ia delivered at his p.la.me 
of business. residence or hotel and is oertain to receive 
immediate attention upon his return, whereas an attempt to 
telephone might fail. 
Telegrams can be forwarded to a new address with 
nto difficulty. This is most important to travelers who are 
aonatantly on the move as telegrama. will be delivered at 
designated points on their itineraries. This obviates their 
Jlersonal presence Vlhich ia essential to the completion o'l a 
1;ele phone call. 
1~elegra;ph .!..!!• ~ 
The growth of the telegraph business from ita 
f'ormer s mall volume has been helped by the education work done 
by Western Union people, who have convinced business men that 
an enlurged we of fa at communi ca. tiona by tElegraph represents 
a. good investment in their business and is not properly oon-
e;idere4 in the cost of conducting the business. This bu114• 
ing of new business is tha oona truotive or creative branch 
of the We!:$.tern Union sellitE job, and must be aooanpliehed 
in the face of the ke~n and. rapidly growl ng oompeti tion of 
the oral oommunioatiom service. 
Durt ng the · 19-year period, 1900·40, as a result 
of the severe and prolonged depression, which in mos t linea 
of business necessitated the ultimate 1n economies regard• 
less of other considerations, coz:side:rab1e telegraph traffic 
was diverted to the mail. Air mail, especially, heavily 
subsidized by the government during this period, was enjoy~ 
ing a rapid expansion and mde the bU!Jiness man conscious 
of a far better mil servioe than had ever been enjoyed pre-
vious]7. Aa a result, even with tb9 reduction in overnight 
telegraph rates in 193,, it became extremely diffiault to 
wean the ex:penae-oonscious buainess man away from the chea·p 
and speeded-up air mail system. This faet presents one of 
the greatest challenges that the Western Union sales organi-
zation will fe.oe. 
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Notwithatandlng all the sapde-work done over a long 
period o:r years, many ousi.ueea men a:i:·e prone to th,ink of the 
telegraph· as an instrumentality primarily designed for emer-
gencies and to rely on the mails for their other oommunioationa 
with dls tant p·oints. To some extent, these business men and 
the general public have been educated considerably in the use 
of the telegraph as a greeting or socia1 message carrier and 
s~ilar progress must be made in educating the business man 
in the use of telegrams for regular business oommunioatians. 
In selling a higher prioe service it is axioma-
tio that the sale is oontingent upon the stress laid upon 
the superior qualities of the higher priced artiale, whether 
it ·be tangible or intangible, suah as a telegraph servioe. 
The emphasis is presenting the oase of the telegram against 
the letter should lie on the speed, dependability, and at-
tention-compelling property that are inherent in every tele-
gram. It is Western Unions' job to aonvime their austaners 
tha·t; a physioal transport of their important oo:mmuniaat iona 
via the regular ma.U or air mail is outmoded and too slow 
for the effiaient aonduot of bus 1m as under oond i tiona of 
keen oom~ ti ti.on and that the telegraph should be used in-
stead. A telegram on the universally-reoognized yellow 
blank: oomrnanda instant attention and ita oontents: will be 
aoco rd.ed the desired preferenoe whi ah the importanoe of -the 
transaotion rre rite. Today when hot oompetition demands speed 
in all negotiations, offers:,. order, and aonfirmationa, the 
progressive business man will weloome any suggestion that wUl 
help him speed them up. The prospeot will readily admit from 
his own experienoe that all doora are open immediately to a 
telegram and that it oommanda instant and preferred attent1oa. 
5inoe 1 in the las,t analysis, oons11.II1Imtion of all business 
rests upon the seouring of attention, this feature alone is 
worth many tiire s the oost of the telegram. The oorrespon-
dent'a interest is enlisted even before the yellow envelope 
i6 opened. This interest is universal and it is not ap1i to 
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suffer dilution. and as a spur to aatlon has no equal. 
At the a:ame time. t,he telegram offers a depend"" 
ability not matched by the mail services. Weather conditions. 
affeot1ng :rmil and air mail servioe. do.es not hold up the tela-
gram. Telegrams alwaye get through and even in the oaae of 
night let'ters their delivery is usually prior to the openi~ 
of the business offioe--ahead of the first ma!l delivery. Any 
oonaern that, habitually mea the telegraph lar gely establ1shea 
a deserved reputation for progressiveness and energy and suoh 
a reputation has great business building and institutional 
value. 
The general advantages of speed, dependabili4f and 
attention-oempelllng property oan often be brought out through 
the spea1fiQ application of some me of the telegraph to the 
auetomer's business. By this method, the advantages of o~r­
tain uses o::t the telegraph applicable to the ousmmer 'a own 
business are poin·ted out and in their aooeptanae automatio 
diversion from the ns.:il hag will follow. 
In analyzing the situation antt getting specific facts 
as to how the overnight air nail oanpares with the Overnight 
Telegram in time of delivery, it has developed that many users 
of the air mail a re not aware that the Overnight Telegram is 
usually del ivered e~rlier , regardless of the time of plane 
arrival. Thts gain in time--getting in ahead of the morning 
rush. coupled with the faot that nowadays a letter by air mall 
is just another letter, while the telegram takes firat plaae 
anA reoeives preferred attention, is worth many times the 
small added oCDEt, when the communication is of moderate 
length. In many oases it i~ well worth the difference re-
gardless of wordage. 
When que at ions such as: 
What time do mail planes leave? 
What time must the mail be in the post office to 
be placed on these planes? 
What time do the planes arrive at the distant city? 
What time is the IlBil delivered in the distant 
.oity? -are run down, it will often be found that the 
air mail service to the points involved is not quite what it 
was supposed to be, and the superior advantages of Overnight 
Telegrams. which are on mnd on the opening for business the 
next business day, can easily be shown. 
When a customer atatea that the air mail satisfies 
his requirements, the Western Union employe should tactfully 
question whether it really does, considering the factors al-
luded to above . 
It is important to make sure that he really knows 
what time the mail is delivered at destination, which is some -
thing that can oe develop_ed by inquiry of the Western Union 
office at that point. 
Western Union telegrams are not subject to inter~ 
ference and delays of poor visibility or other unfavorable 
weather conditions which can never be foretold with accuracy. 
Mr. Robert w. Tryon, District Sales Manager of 
the Western Union Telegraph Company, ·has been of great 
assistance in compiling material for this chapter. His 
varied experience in the field has been presented in some 
of the paragraphs relating 1X> the sales representa tive. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Advertising Policies ~ Procedures 
Public Relatione Institutional Advertising 
Public relations institutional advertising is 
undertaken to help a company solve public relations pro-
blema through messages which may lead to a friendly atti-
tude toward a company and its management on the part of 
the public addressed. 
Public relations institutional advertising is but 
one of a number of methode or vehicles by which a management 
may communicate with the numerous publica whose attitudes 
have an important bearing on its operations. In any si tua-
tion, the method or methods of communication to be used-· 
among which are personal contact, news stories, booklets, 
teaching helps, moving pictures, exhibitions and shows, and 
advertising--must be ·chosen with an eye to effectiveness 
and east. 
Public relations involve more than using various 
techniques of communication to tell specific publics about 
a company, ita policie s , procedures, or viewpoints. Sound 
public relations begin with company character and behavior 
toward ita publica and may be likened to a produat, which 
must be good if it is to provide a basis for lasting friend-
ships with those publioa. Just as a company's product must 
be good to secure lasting consumer goodwill, so must a com-
pany and its management be sound and proper in its policies 
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and behavior, if it is to have a basis for lasting friend-
liness from various groups. Publio relations imply proper 
management attitudes toward its publios--a right way of 
life.* 
Extent .2! Market Coverage 
The extent of ooverage of markets by media--that 
is the peroentage of the advertiser 'a prospeots reaohed by 
his media--is a rna tter of real oonoern to the ad vertiaer 
when he is building his me·di.a pattern. 
An industrial advertiaer selling to the national 
market usually des ires as oomplete a coverage of prospects 
a.s possible • or at least a coverage of prospects with buy-
ing power.** 
Western Union Advertising Pattern 
Western Union believes that sound publio relations 
should start with its own employees, that employees who are 
well informed and who understand the plans and purposes of 
the oompany which employs them are a valuable public or oom-
.munity relations asset--to say nothing of the even greater 
value of improved employee relations whioh result internal-
.. . . ly.*** 
It is with this internal re sult in mind that the 
oompany publishes two house organs, "The Faotogram" and 
''Sales SparksU. 
*7, p494-495 
**7• p677 
***7, p544 
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The "Factogram" is an employee magaaine distributed 
monthly to Western Union employes and other interested per. 
sons. It publishes information which deals mostly with the 
company and the employe. Such things as, how ul tra:tax works,, 
new appointments, your job dividends, operating results, or-
ganization changes. vi tal obj actives, annual reports, and 
the like are published. 
"Sales Sparks" is also distributed among employees 
but deals With the selling aspect of employe-employer rela-
tions. It attempts to create a feeling of teamwork among 
employes and the company. (See Exhibits 1 and 2) 
External media employed include stickers, stuffera. 
window display, some business ma~zine advertising, and the 
actual telegram itself. 
In advertising, Western Union attempts to keep waste 
to a minimum. The co mpany believes that the methods they now 
employ reach more possible users than any other they might 
ae leot. 
Whenever an individual receives a telegram from a 
friend, business associate, or others, this is advertising. 
A message sea led in an envelope and de l ivered to the addressee 
is an ideal prospect for future telegraph business. The com-
pany insists that all 'IVires that are to be delivered (with 
the exception ot those carrying bad news) mus t have stickers 
affixed to them, sticke re that may appropriate a particular 
season. (See Exhibits 3 and 4) 
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Windows and aounters are decorated at no expense 
to Western Union, with the help of local trav el agencies, 
to promote sale of vacation telegrams, bon voyage messages, 
money orders, and Amex paper. 
Windows can help sell. All va r ious seasons and 
holidays allow capital opportunities to dress up attractive 
windows. Sporting goOds stores are happy to lend footballs 
and other athletic equipment in exchange for the display of 
a small credit card. Florists supply chrysanthemums and 
other floral pieces on ·~;he same basis. Department stores 
and toy shops will cooperate with the loan of various itema 
that build a "selling window" tied in with Western Union ad-
vertising matter. Windows can be put to work very effective-
ly. 
Some business paper advertising has been used by 
Western Union. The media selected in thiS case include 
"Business Week", "Newsweek", and "Time". (lee Exhibits 6,6,7, 
8 and 9) 
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PATRONS CONCERNED OVER WASTE 
PUT FINGER ON "CHAIN CALLS" 
MGR J. A. MCCARTHY, TROY N.Y., finds large firms ready 
to key their directive letters and bulletins for the elim-
ination of waste in connection with "chain calls." They 
hold-face the idea in this manner: 
"WE ARE CONCERNED PARTICULARLY ABOUT "CHAIN 
CALLS," WHEREIN SEVERAL PERSONS ARE CONTACTED, FRE-
QUENTLY WITH AN OPENING STATEMENT LIKE: 'WHILE SO-
AND-SO IS GETTING SOME INFORMATION FOR ME, I WANT TO 
TALK ABOUT·-------.. -------------- .' WE CHECKED ONE OF THESE 
CHAIN CALLS RECENTLY AND FOUND THAT ONE OF OUR 
MEN WAS ON THE PHONE FOR A FULL HALF-HOUR AND HAD 
TALKED TO FIVE PERSONS, SOME OF THEM BACK AND FORTH 
AS MANY AS THREE TIMES. 
"IN DOING THIS WE OVERLOOK THE FACT THAT OUR 
BRANCHES DO NOT HAVE UNLIMITED PHONE SERVICE, AND 
THAT IF ONE LINE IS TIED UP FOR A LONG CONVERSATION 
SEVERAL CUSTOMERS MAY NOT BE ABLE TO CONTACT US IN 
THAT PERIOD. LET'S START A NEW HABIT- (Here system-
atic telegraph usage is outlined.) 
"ANOTHER POINT ABOUT TOO MUCH TELEPHONING -
TOO OFTEN ONLY SKETCHY RECORDS ARE MADE, OR NONE 
AT ALL. WE CAN'T FIND AN ADEQUATE RECORD, AND THE 
ANSWER INEVITABLY IS: 'IT MUST HAVE BEEN A TELEPHONE 
CALL.' (Here again, the directive brings the telegram 
into the picture.)" 
YOUR NEW PUBliC 
Nineteen-forty does not go back into ancient 
history. Yet in ten short years a tremendous new 
buying public has sprung up in the nation. 
13,500,000 old customers have died - but 
17,000,000 marriages have taken place - and 
More than 30,000,000 babies have been born. 
63% of all the people do not remember World 
War! 
48% of all the people do not remember what 
conditions were like before World War II. 
That's the new buying public. Successful sell-
ing, in addition to keeping the old customers, 
must culiivate the new. "Talking up" the services 
possesses reiterative value with those who know. 
But there's always a first time - for the many 
who hadn't heard before. 
THIS WILL PEP YOU UP_ 
PUT SOME WEIGHT ON 
YOU; TOO! 
CONTEST - AND 'VICTORY 
Every sale is a victory against a given set of cir-
cumstances. One kind of sale can be won with the dra-
matic suddenness of a one-round knockout - very 
satisfying. But equally satisfying is the victory won 
after a long uphill fight, when dogged persistence wins 
out. 
MGR. J.D. FITTS, NEW YORK, had often talked pro-
motion telegrams to a publicity agent. He wasn't put-
ting over haymakers, but his sales instinct told him 
he was winning his fight. Came the day when the pros-
pect called him about his problem: how to put over a 
fund-raising drive on a $4,000 budget. Letters? Arls? 
"Telegrams! Telegrams!" fairly shouted Fitts. 
"The setup is perfect for wires to selected persons. 
They are focused, and not diffused. They -rest on top 
of the mail on every desk." 
Fitts drew up a 48-state rate chart for a 245-word 
message (which hung in the balance as a newspaper 
ad) to 1,300 prominent persons. Revenue- $3,548.04. 
Ex.nioit 11 
CUSTOMERS PAY WELL-DESERVED COMPLIMENTS 
Said a man from Boston to MRS 
LEONA R. CONNER, AH, LOS ANGELES: 
" I am sixty-four years old, have al-
ways traveled the country over and 
have always found everywhere I go 
that the Western Union ladies are 
always of the highest intelligence 
and diplomacy and [as he doffed his 
hat and started to leave] Los Angeles 
is no exception." 
Said the " Committee News" of one 
of the political p arties at ALBANY 
N.Y.: "A toast to pretty and diminu-
tive ROSEMARY MADIGAN, W estern 
Union manager on the third floor of 
the State Capitol ... very nice and 
very efficient always." 
MEETING OPPORTUNITY HALF WAY 
MISS OPPORTUNITYJ I BELIEVE 
REMEMBER ME'? 
ER-AH-AREN1T YOU 
MR. OPPORTUNITY'? 
OPPORTUNITY - "/ want to tell you about some wires I received." In the 
ensuing conversation an opportunity is spotted to talk up promotion telegrams. 
With the inquirer's interest engaged, a sample text is offered. Trial book of 50 
NLs is sent. Results are gqqp; i!nd one of II 0 is filed; then one of 21 DLs. Total 
take: $170 (SR CLK F.RANK PASQUALE, UW, NEW YORK.) 
. :.. ~ ~~·:.:~ '· . . 
OPPORTUNITY- "C.an you let me have five special-delivery stamps?" Discreet 
inquiry reveals man wants to send checks with an ad to be run in five· out-of-town 
papers. Five telegraphic MOs, and five ads by NL. (GILBERT C. ROTH, 
MADISON S.D.) . 
• 
OPPORTUNITY ..:._ "I'm going to send my son-in·-law in Manila a present in a 
few days." Says o·ne man to another at the counter. How about cabling a money 
gift with a message? Sounds like a swell idea. Fifty dollars are cabled with an 
LC. Revenue: $7.84. (M. ABRAMS, CLK UD, NEW YORK.) 
• 
OPPORTUNITY - "Can you tell me where the post office is?" Sure - he is 
told. But he concludes his business right then and there. The p.o. seeker buys a 
$100 MO and $210 in AMEX TRAY CHEQUES. (MGR L. E. TROUSDALE, 
LEADVILLE COLO.) 
• OPPORTUNITY - "Business is lousy." Says store manager as our man is trying 
on a suit. Store manager buys a book of 62 NLs to selected customers to promote 
sales. (ABE MERESON, NEW YORK.) 
• OPPORTUNITY - "Yup, we're moving to a nice new location." So - 51 nice 
telegrams notifying dealers and customers of the move. (MGR F. BACKER, HP, 
NEW YORK.) 
• OPPORTUNITY - "Boss, a change has to be made in· those plates for the 
newspapers." (Says secretary to production manager.) "O.K., get out letters 
on it." (Says production manager to secretary.) But our man is not standing 
idly by - he suggests telegrams. He has a quick strike put over on him when 
the production manager says: "Oh, we have lots of time on this on·e." But our 
man talks up the hidden costs of preparing and getting out letters - and hits 
an out-of-the-park homer with a book of 190 NLs. (CR RALPH BONDESEN, 
NEW YORK.) 
• OTHER OPPORTUNitY MEETERS - RLF MGR MILDRED HERNDON, 
ATLANTA: DOROTHY SHINGLEDECKER, MACON GA.: TEL OPR B. UNDER-
WOOD, NORFOLK; BETTY RENE JONES, COLUMBUS GA.: MGR ROBERTS, 
MISS VARNADO, MISS GWIN, MRS SKELLIE, MRS STEWART, GULFSPORT 
MISS. 
Vacationers and tra Iers are prime 
prospects for AMEX RAV CHEQUES. 
When it's no sale on M()s, try AMEX Mos. 
Angle: Customer wa ts to wire $$ to 
small town where we ave no MO ser-
vice. He figures delay in sending thru 
state agency too great for expense in-
volved. Or the $$ is gt>ing to a BA or 
BNK point over a holiday or week-end. 
In both cases suggest all AMEX MO and a 
telegram to the payee. 
MGR PARAHUS, VQ, NI W YORK, sold a 
firm on diverting mailed checks to 
AMEX MOs. Five months' revenue-$457 . 
. MGR L. NORTON, AST~RIA ORG., heard 
of a group taking off oh a long trip by 
p lane; looked up one df the party and 
sold $2,100 TRAV CHEQUES for all. Good 
tip for all travel partie . 
SELLERS OF TRA V C EQUES TO MO 
PAYEES: HELEN CRAT , LONG BEACH 
CAL. ; MISS C. G. KAAS, SA TA CRUZ CAL; F. 
RAGLAND, ELDORADO AR . ; MGR TAYLOR, 
SAN ANTONIO; T. R. MI ER, PALO ALTO 
CAL.; DOROTHY BISHOP, SAN FRANCISCO ; 
T. W. DUNNWEBER, IN L FALLS MINN. 
Piper nigrum 
(family Piper a eae) 
Pepper, that is. Or, ih our bailiwick, 
P ep Messages. During the last basket-
ball season, and after i rep orts of fine 
Pep. Message sales str~med in. Those 
cited h ere are typical .,f the excellent 
work that was done all over the country 
on tournament games and out-of-town 
games. 
When the Davis & Elkins team went 
to Kansas City to play in a tourney, 
MGR R. W. STEINDLER a d OPR RICHARD 
BABCOCK of ELKINS W. VA., developed a 
total of 401 P eps. "Enthusiasm ran so 
high it just couldn't be turned off, and 
we cashed in," says Ste' dler . When the 
team lost in the quar r-finals 3 NLs 
and 3 DLs with 725 si atures were de-
veloped . The final tally showed $375 in 
P.M.R.; $10 in press, a a lot of good 
publicity. 
Interest in high scho I games gets as 
hot, if not hotter, as college con· 
tests. When the h i-s ool team of 
MARION IND. got into a urnament, 346 
P epperoos were sold, GR WOLFE tells 
us. DLY CLK MISS MACY ORRIS got 261 
of them all by herself. 
On page four we lis the KENTU CKY 
offices that contributed to the total of 
451 P epper-uppers sol in connection 
with one tournament a Louisville. 
(See next issue abo 
done by MGR w. c. 
MISSISSIPPI.) 
' 
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STANDINGS IN THE "BEAT THE SUMMER SLUMP" CAMPAIGN-
As we went to press, two innings in the big July-August contest were in. On the 
basis of runs scored, this is how the divisions stood: 
PACIFIC 
GULF 
SOUTHERN 
220 runs 
163 runs 
140 runs 
METRO 
LAKE 
EASTERN 
134 runs 
123 runs 
97 runs 
Percentage-wise, on a cumulative two-week basis: PACIFIC II. I; GULF 8.1; 
SOUTHERN 7.0; METRO 6.7; LAKE 6.2; EASTERN 4.9. 
The contest is only half over. The whole month of August remains. The stretch 
drive, with everyone cooperating, will tell the story! 
HEHE~S HOW! 
Here's how they're doing it! Here's how YOU'RE 
doing it! Here's how EVERYBODY'S doing it! Doing 
what? BEATING THE SUMMER SLUMP! 
INSIDE HOW 
RLF MGR JOE MACCHI, BOSTON, keeps the clock in mind 
for customers' benefit. Gets a book of 66, but it's only 1:00 
P. M., so he talks up DLs for delivery same day. Additional 
revenue: $20. 
ISABELLE JAYNES, NITE SPVR PHONES, DES MOINES, has book 
of 30 NLs calling meeting and breakfast next morn at 8 :00 
A. M. Makes obvious suggestion: give addressees more time. 
Converts to Fasts for $11.10 more. 
THE "THERE'S MORE" HOW 
"Everybody Loves A Baby!" exclaims ELLEN 
McCALL, NH, LOS ANGELES, as she takes a 
birth announcement. That's equivalent to rat-
tling good "Who else"; it nets 4 more messages 
good for $18.49. 
At CHICAGO, MGR HELEN KELTY, AZ, 
hears from the secretary of a big customer that 
the boss is wearing out the rugs in the maternity 
ward. Helen asks what plans have been made 
for announcing the big coming event; the secre-
tary says she'll tip off the boss. Later in the day 
she comes in with 24 birth announcement mes-
sages-$27 .81 in ''advance selling"! 
WOWS THE HOW WITH ANSWERS - BOB 
LONGLEY, VC, PORTLAND ORG., reports his 
two messengers bring in 45 answers ($38.40) in 
one month. Do your messengers know HOW? 
OUTSIDE HOW 
MGR H. E. WILBORN, BARTLESVILLE OKLA., joins the side-
walk superintendents to observe a new building going 
up. But then he decides to put some HOW into the thing. 
Realizing that many of the workers are out-of-towners, 
he distributes MO blanks among them. He quickly 
diverts 15 Mos from the P.O., and brings in $100 in extra 
revenue for the duration of the construction job. 
W. U. FOR EFFICffiNCY 
Over in BEAVER FALLS PA. a corps of industrial engi-
neers move in on a large concem to increase efficiency 
and MGR FRED BOULTER moves in with them. He sells the 
efliciency boys on the use of mOl'e telegraphing to elimi-
nate waste, and ups the account from $234 a month 
to $390. 
A PROMOTION HOW 
MGR. A. REBECCA, NEW YORK, runs into a 
commercial stationery outfit in a large midtown 
building that had never used the telegraph be-
fore. He tells the stationer he has a new sales 
idea. 
The plan: Send a NL of welcome :to all new 
firms moving into buildings in :the area served 
by ten of our branches. The branch managers 
no:tify Rebecca of all new moves in their district, 
and he releases the NLs on a continuing basis. 
Text is one of welcome and solicitation on a 
complete line of office supplies, printing and 
engraving, and welcomes a charge account. 
THE CUSTOMER MAY KNOW-
But he could have forgotten. 
Then he will welcome your reminder. 
THE CUSTOMER MAY NOT KNOW-
Then he will be much impressed 
By your interest. 
YOU NEVER GO WRONG BY MAJ(ING 
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE 
CUSTOMER'S BENEFIT 
ALBERT TORRENCE, CHARLOTTE N. C. WUX DEPT., showed 
his prospect HOW. In transmitting a message to a tele-
printer patron from his home office, calling for greater 
sales effort to meet quotas, Torrence reminds the addres-
see that there is nothing like telegrams to spur branches 
and dealers. Forthwith he gets himself a hook of 125. 
"You are quite right!" is the customer's response to 
the suggestion of BR MGR A. F. LE BRETON, NEW ORLEANS, 
that a NL with multiple signatures he sent as individual 
messages for greater effectiveness. Then the next con-
version-to DLS. 
"Go for the jackpot," advises FORCE SPVR JOHNNY 
SPOELKER, LOUISVILLE KY"; "a big sale is no more 
difficult to make than a small one." His tieline cus-
tomer files a book of 269 NLs stopping shipment of 
supplies. Johnny suggests the addition of the 
phrase: "Please acknowledge by wire," because of . · 
the obvious urgency of the communication. The 
customer buys quickly. $18.90 additional on the 
sent messages, and $248.42 on the received! 
BRIEF BUT GOOD HOWS 
BUFFALO N. Y.: Customer waiting at MRS M. 
SCHILLING'S counter for a MO from Main is 
handed a "Social Telegrams" folder politely. Man 
looks it over - and files a birthday greeting ••• 
LIITLE ROCK ARK.: WINIFRED LAUCK, PHONES, 
has query for rates. Prospect says she must use "more 
words" and will use mail instead; so, Mrs. Lauck 
talks up NLs and gets book of 46 ... OKLAHOMA 
CITY: BR MGR V. B. HOITLE takes message with 
mention of sending a $1,700 bank draft. Suggests 
telegraphed MO at cost of only little more t an 
message being sent, for fast transmission. Sale! •.• 
MARION IND.: AUTO OPR DORIS MORGAN 
doesn't have too much chance to sell at counter, but 
she goes after those MO "Thank yous" with the help 
of the special blank, and averages one a day •.• 
SAN FRANCISCO: PHONES ladies are very success-
ful in converting ordinary birthday greetings to SING-
OGRAMS ••• LOS ANGELES ladies are consistently 
selling AMEX TRAY CHEQUES to MO payees (8 
easy sales net $15.35) ••• ROCHESTER N. Y.: MRS 
HENDRIKX, MRS MARTINO, MRS DITULLIO have 
record of 16 weeks with better than $ i 0-a-week retail 
selling, and going strong ••• Good sales by AUTO 
OPR R. L. McLAUGHLIN, PLAINVIEW TEX., HAZEL 
LINDSAY, PM, LOS ANGELES - and here space 
ends! This is only a thin cross-section of HOW selling. 
LAW OF EXTRACTIO 
There's a sound HOW in the "L w of Extrac-
tion" - you extract all you can fr m something 
that's good. CR SHELTON and S PT MUSICK, 
CHARLOTTE N. C. sell a book f promotion 
telegrams. Then they ask the send r, "What re-
sults?" When he says "Fine!" they r join: ''Great! 
Keep up a good thing!" In 3 month• they extract 
7 books, 841 messages thataway. 
SWITCH fiTTING 
BENNY SCHATZMAN, NEW YORK, tries sell collec-
tion telegrams and gets a called stri with this: 
"My problem is not overdue accounts 
larger shipments of eggs from produ 
So Benny crosses the plate and sells 
NLs, check 30, pepping up those e producers. 
• 
CR M. C. CHAMP at SACRAMENTO CAT.. sees a newly 
opened jiffy auto wash. Quickens his pace; goes in; 
sells a hook of 70 inviting patronage 
MGR OLDANI, MOSCOW IDA., hears ~at a booster 
organization is out to get funds. Sells i~ a book of 17. 
. 
CR NEWBURN, TULSA, he hears that ~ght-time radio 
audiences are shrinking and daytime audiences in-
creasing. A local daytime station says• "Yeah, that's 
right." Thereupon Newburn sells the station 1,500 
telegrams to wholesale and retail fi tms reminding 
them that daytime listeners are grow g. Books are 
released at rate of 125 a week. 
• 
COLLECTION FIELD IS B ONE 
There are all kinds of slow-paye s. ARCHIE 
TAYLOR, COLUMBIA S. C. thoug t of torpid 
insurance policy holders on premiu payments. 
Sells insurance company on idea o jacking up 
laggards. Gets initial hook of 96; t en is called 
around to pick up another hook-1 0 more ••• 
ROCHESTER N. Y. outfit uses co ection tele-
grams as a regular thing. In 9 mon s CR GRIF-
FITH'S sale nets $1,826. 
PLAY UP COMPETITIVE ANGLE- Sal manager of 
drug outfit is planning sales promotio stunt by mail 
among dealers to spur sales people. MGR ANNIE FISHER, 
JERSEY CITY N.J., points out that item is ighly competi-
tive, and that only telegrams will insure he extra atten-
tion-compelling kick. Lands hook of 75. 
TIME GETS AHEAD OF ITSELF 
0 
cJ 
It was 5 P.M. when PIERPONT POTTER, NEW YORK, was 
called to a customer's office regarding a financial book 
- 47 NLs, check 261. Nine of the messages were going to 
the Coast. Potter pointed out that it was only 2 P.M. out 
there, so he converted the 9 to DLs. That simple move 
netted $40 additional. 
• 
At 3 P.M. AUTO OPR MINA WERNER, GARY IND., took 30 
DLs from a tieline patron. Noting that the addressees 
were being requested to telegraph other persons that 
day, she naturally suggested Fasts. Another easy sale, 
good for $65 more. 
• 
CARL GLASSER, CHICAGO, spotted the text of 819 NLS 
- it gave notice of an early-hour television program 
the next morning. Figuring that the program was of 
crucial advertising value to the sender, Glasser called 
him to suggest DLs, so that the addressees would have 
more time. He got a ready O.K., and the switch ac-
counted for $155.61 in additional revenue. 
CHICAGO also reports good revenue returns on con-
versions in book messages, particularly those brought in 
by messenger, which are scanned carefully. 
• 
Other good conversion sales reported by CASHIER 
OLGA SZEPKOUSKI, NEW LONDON CONN.; MGR MRS H. SASEK, 
NHC, NEW YORK; MRS I. L. CLARK, SPRINGFIELD MO.; 
DLY SPVR A. M. NASH, TEXARKANA TEX. 
BOOKS CAN BE 
BEST SELLERS 
NEW YORK - MGR JOSEPH SCOTT is trying to get a 
dress house to sell new lines by telegraph. His prospect 
believes in national magazine advertising only. Scott 
points out that salesmen often have to wait and wait and 
wait - and then maybe are told "No more today." 
Telegrams lay it on the line; telegrams are salesmen! 
A book of 249 NLs, check 50, is sold with the "RUSH 
YOUR ORDER COLLECT" tag. But Scott continues to hack 
away at the revenue tree. He converts all NLs to DLs 
where the rate difference would not run to more than 
20¢, on the principle that a day would be saved at only 
slight extra cost - he gets 149 conversions. Results are 
so good that the customer does it again - 456 filed so 
far. The back and forth flow of wires brings in a lot 'of 
biz. 
ENGLEWOOD N. J, - MGR DANNY DESANDE's eyes 
notice an attractive restaurant. At the same time his 
ears catch the rumbling and striking from a nearby 
howling alley. He ratiocinates, and his mind says BOOKS! 
He walks into the restaurant and sells this hook text, to 
be sold to all team captains of coming tourneys at the 
alleys: "AFTER THE GAME WE CORDIALLY INVITE 
YOU TO RELAX AT.. .......... .. .. '$, THE PLACE WHERE ALL 
FRIENDS MEET. PLEASANT ATMOSPHERE, FRIENDLY 
SERVICE, AND TEMPTING FOOD FROM OUR FRIENDLY 
KITCHEN. DROP IN TO SEE US." Results are beyond ex-
pectation; recurring books for Danny. 
BURGEONING SALES 
GLORIA WALKER. PHILADELPHIA, took a message 
and noticed a list of names in the customer's hand. 
Politely she asked whether he intended to send tele-
grams, but was told thai it "too expensive." Then the 
sale blossomed out for her when she took the small 
trouble to quote rates for particular areas. It was a 
book of 25. 
BEULAH WALTERS, MEMPHIS PHONES, tried but 
did not succeed in selling greeting telegrams to a mer-
chant. The merchantman went on to say he was open-
ing a new store - and there was the budding sale! She 
sold a book of 27 telegraphic invitations. 
DALE WARD, LINCOLN, NEB., was asked for several 
hundred sending blanks. Casual inquiry revealed they 
were wanted for "imitation" telegrams. Chance for a 
sale to bloom there, thought Ward. The tip passed to 
the superintendent brought in 682 NLs and the delivery 
of an advertising piece with each message. 
D. G. SARHAD, TURLOCK, CAL., talked collection 
telegrams to a credit bureau manager, and met resist-
ance. He showed the dodger WHY DO DELINQUENTS 
HEED THE TELEGRAM?" Still a lot of apathy. But the 
sale blossomed out when he said: "All you have to do 
is to give us a list of addresses and the number of the 
text desired. It saves you a lot of time." Not long after 
Sarhad's prospect came in with a book of messages-
and this comment: "Say-that does save a lot of time!'' 
THEY ALWAYS PAY OFF 
Latest radio station musical-number-request tie-in we 
have seen comes from LOUISVILLE, where CR IREDALE's ar-
rangement netted 677 messages in three weeks. Lots of 
valuable publicity, too. Thirty daily station announce-
ments instructed listeners to use w.u. only - m essages 
to be charged on senders' phone hill. 
THIS IS SOME STORY. 
"THE CLIMAX COMES WHEN 
THE HER01S SALES GO UP. 
ROCHESTER N.Y.- MGR GLADYS BREESE tries her 
hand selling a hook of pep messages on a fund-collection 
drive. She succeeds, and her self assurance prompts her 
to try again the next week when another drive is on. 
Again she clicks. Now she knows how it's dmte, so she 
goes out the third week - and brings in one more book! 
No fewer than 75 messages in each. 
NEW YORK - CR J. F. DOYLE gets repeat books on 
all major holidays from the home office of a shoe chain 
store. The original book of ll3-word NLs went to all of 
the organization's stores throughout the country, the 
text outlining a sales contest for the coming occasion, 
prizes, and pep matter. Results were so effective that it 
is now a recurring promotion plan. 
Memos Received 
Individual reports of good sales are being re-
ceived in increasing numbers from all over the 
country. Many new names here; but many not yet 
heard from. Keep sending! 
SOUTHERN 
ANNISTON ALA. N. C. Kelley; ATLANTA Ada Barrow, 
Virginia Ringer, Anna Maxwell, Louise Coker, Pearl Ford, 
Louise Bodine, Martha Manley; BIRMINGHAM Estelle Kelly, 
Ida Mae Johnson, Magdalen Lancaster, Ruby Neely; BROOK· 
HAVEN MISS. Mrs Hutchinson; BESSEMER ALA. Mrs Barrow; 
BOWLING GREEN Mrs Holland, Mrs Byrn, Wanda Cowles; 
CHARLOTTE CR Shelton, Albert Torrence; COCOA FLO. Mrs 
Staten; COLUMBUS GA. Mgr Stewman, Miss Jernigan, Mrs 
Willard ; CLEVELAND ALA. Catherine Bacon; FT. MYERS Jerry 
Whitehead; GADSDEN Mgr Seymour; HIGH POINT Mrs Arm· 
strong; HUNTSVILLE ALA. Mgr Taylor; HATTIESBURG Juanita 
McAllister, Mgr Rushing; JACKSONVILLE Cecil Clark; JACK· 
SON MISS. Dly Mgr Causey; JOHNSON CITY TENN. Miss Whit· 
lock; LOUISVILLE Bernice Schoen, Margaret Regan, P. 
Marendt; LEXINGTON CR Hall, Mildred Cox; MILLEDGVILLE 
GA. Margaret Langston; MIAMI Sadie Lawrence; MEMPHIS 
Doc Oxendine, Herman Hoing ; NORFOLK Dly Mgr Wilkin· 
son, ]. Safrit, Walter Rye; NASHVILLE Mrs. Leaver , Sam 
Gelberman; ORLANDO CR Jones, Sonny Jenkins; PANAMA 
CITY Mgr Hendrix; RALEIGH Bill Saunders; RICHMOND CR 
Kendrick; SALISBURY N. c. Mrs V. W. Poole; ST PETE F. 
Loll; SAVANNAH Margaret Powers, Mrs E Deleshaw, 0 . 
Walker, Maude Powers, Mrs Flood; STUART F:LO. Mrs Gar-
rett; SPARTANBURG W. S. Kelly; TUPELO Mrs Bennett, Mul-
liniks & McCarthy; TAMPA Mrs Romeo, Tom Davis; VERO 
BEACH Mrs Carlsward & Opr Frank; WHITEVILLE N.c. C. D. 
Taylor & Mrs Powell; WEST PALM BEACH Mrs Hambell, Mgr 
May; WILMINGTON N. c. A. R. Gallup; HENDERSON KY H. 
W. Sapp ; HAZELHURST MISS. Grace Granberry; GREENVILLE 
N. c . J. R. Newell; GREENSBORO N.c. E. A. Addison ; YAZOO 
CITY Mrs J. M. Durham. And all the unnamed employees 
at the following offices who contributed to the total of 451 
pep messages sold in connection with the Louisville basket-
ball tournament: MAYSVILLE, LONDON, HAZARD, PIKEVILLE, 
WINCHESTER, CORBIN, LEXINGTON, all in KENTUCKY. 
PACIFIC 
ABERDEEN H. W. Wilson; BURLEY IDAHO Mrs A. D. 
McGee; CHEYENNE C. B. Melter; EUREKA CAL Mgr West; 
FALLON NEVA. D. Born; HELENA W. E. Simpson; LODI Mgr 
Webb, Lamar Biddle; LOGAN UTAH Mgr McArthur; MOSCOW 
IDAHO J. C. Oldani; NAPA ]. E. Howes; OAKLAND Dell 
Mowrey, Agnes Crowley; PALO ALTO W. H. Jilbert, M. 0. 
Barton; PORTLAND Bernice Dodson; RAWLINS WYO. Mgr 
Montoya ; POCATELLO Mgr Hayes; RENO J. T, Hosea; 
STOCKTON R. E. Seale; SAN DIEGO Lorene Sappington, 
Madge Mathews, Bob Wilson, Kay Smith; SALINAS J. 
Brucia; SAN JOSE Mgr Woolley ; OGDEN J. Dimmick; 
HAMILTON MONT. W. D. McHenry; . VANCOUVER 1. J. 
Longley; WATSONVILLE Miss M. Beguin; YAKIMA A. J. 
Jameson. 
EASTERN 
BOSTON E. Sabatino; BINGHAM·TON Bob Fults; · BUFFALO 
CR Moss; ELIZABETH Elaine Grafke; GLENS FALLS Earl 
Hoag; ITHACA Mgr Mitchell; PATERSON Bill Rank, Edna 
You Are Selling! 
Decker, Pauline Mahon, Marie Thomp on, Anna Metz, 
Carol Siegle, Dorothy Brungard, Betty Legg; STAMFORD 
0. P. Morey; SCHENECTADY Mgr Sturdy; WATERBURY Bill 
Finley; WHITE PLAINS Carl Brucker. 
METRO 
Mgrs Dolly, W. J . Radley, Frank Mazzarella, Miss A. 
Tanari. 
GULF 
ALEXANDRIA LA. Maude Fuglaar; JIARLINGEN Betty 
Stoffel; LAWRENCE KANS. Fred Cox; LIB* AL KANS. D. E. 
Moffet; LEAVENWORTH M. F. Light; PARIS EX. L. M. Guest; 
TEXARKANA Terry Coats. 
LAKE 
CHICAGO E. R . Heantsch, Portia Kirkpa ick; CLEVELAND 
L. Vanik; DETROIT Francis Smawley, orris Waxman, 
Harriet Stelzer, Esther Humphrey; FLI T Edith Kind; 
FORT DODGE John A. Rubes; FORT WAY F. W. Carey; 
GREENVILLE MICH. C. N. Wright; HARRISIJURG ILL. Wayne 
Burbank; MASON CITY Lois Gleason; P~RT WASHINGTON 
WISC. W. M. Fullmer; RACINE Charlie Gaiiens. 
The Answer-
Two-Way Thread 
PAULINE BRADLEY, MGR, ONEibA N.Y., took 
a book of 116 with the word "Aclvis " in the text. 
So she said to the sender: "Your a swers will be 
expedited if you specifically ask for telegraphic 
reply." . · 
"Oh, thank y,ou," retorted the cus omer. "I cer-
tainly would like a prompt reply n each mes-
sage." He rephrased his telegrams. 
At MODESTO CAL., MGR HA METT went 
after 98 messages requesting answe s - and got 
84 by direct solicitation. Known re nue: $57.12. 
Written Record, Sir 1 -"He is wise who k1tows the source 
of knowledge, who knows who has w d tten what and 
where it is to he found." (From A. A. Hodge) 
SALES 
SPARKS 
THE ANALYSIS OF COMMUNICATIONS BILLS 
continually brings out immediately "divertible" factors. 
J. D. FITTS, AV, NEW YORK, gets the scent of money when 
he works on firms having traveling salesmen and repre-
sentatives- these fellows invariably account for a large 
number of incoming collect L.D. calls. By the persistent 
use of company bulletins and directives this condition 
can b e corrected. But many salesmen's L.D. calls are 
made while they are on the road, to their accounts in 
other cities. This phoning r epresents a hidden expense 
item, because it usually appears on the salesmen's ex-
pense vouchers and can be overlooked on analyses of 
L.D. calls. The situation is cured by the issuance of w.u. 
CREDIT CARDS to the traveling men. The response is al-
ways good-but a lot of missionary work must be done. 
And that is our lookout. 
HEY YOU> COME HERE __ 
YOU 1RE VERY DIVERTING) 
YOU ARE! 
Enter the Overprint 
CR ORVILLE HOOEY, LOSA, found a lot of collect calls 
on a firm's L.D. bill. It was explained that certain cus-
tomers had been authorized to call by phone whenever 
merchandise was needed in a hurry. Hooey pointed out 
the expensiveness of the arrangement and suggest ed w.u. 
OVERPRINTED BLANKS. An initial supply of 1,000 was 
prepared, and now that account gives us $50 more a 
month than it did before. 
Showdown Is Show for W.U. 
MONTGOMERY ALA. found an account with many for-
merly-telegraphed orders switched to L.D. because of 
"cheaper" station-to-station c.osts. An analysis was im-
mediately prepared to show the 3-minute station-to-
station rates in Alabama and six surrounding states. 
The overall picture revealed it was cheaper to use w.u . 
It was also pointed out that it was something like an 
imposition to tie down correspondents on one phone 
----
----
TURN THE HEAT ON OLD SOL-
BIG HEATER IS ASKING FOR IT! 
If it is true that there is a seasonal fall-off in business in July 
and August, it is also true that the opportunity for Retail Selling 
is not diminished. 
You Retailers, who have been doing such a fine job, are the 
ones who will be of great help in beating the Summer Slump. 
Consider that the country is on the move in July and August. 
Consider that in the tremendous amount of vacationtime prepara-
tion and travel, communication needs rise sharply. 
Consider the many reservations that must be made, with at-
tendant confirmations and cancellations. Consider the safe-arrival 
and meet-me messages; instructions to home and office; the need 
for money and the need to transmit money. Consider how this 
seasonal situation creates opportunities for us. We spot leads in 
messages-we are asked to be of help at the counters and over 
the phones. We serve-and we sell. 
Summertime gives us an added Retail Sales field. But under-
neath that field is the basic soil of the year-round business and 
social activity-the good earth from which Retail Selling draws 
its sustenance. The field and the soil-they are for us to mine 
and harvest. 
You Outside Salesmen have a Beat-the-Summer-Slump program, 
too. You will have heard about it by now. 
for the purpose of taking orders- DAY LETTERS would do 
a better job. The patron requested us to map compara-
tive rates, and when this was done the business was 
switched to us. The account used to run to $275 a month; 
before the analysis mentioned above it had dropped to 
$191; now it averages $475 a month. 
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More Than One Key Opens Conversion Doo 
"WHY NOT RELEASE THEM AS FAST TELEGRAMS, AND 
MAKE ALL THE EDITIONS?" -CR THEEMLING, LOS AN-
GELES, to sales corporation filing book of press releases to 
newspapers, regarding company's financial position. That 
idea brought about a switch to Fasts, which upped the tolls 
from $200 to $629! 
BIG-TIME PROMOTION 
A national radio firm of PHILADELPHIA wanted 
to arrange an impressive promotional delivery of a 
new set to 123 distributors-and came to Western 
Union. CR MILTON WILE told the prospect he had 
just the thing and, with the cooperation of DL Y MGR 
NOSTRANT, a big-time job was sold. 
Since the job was to he surrounded with sus-
pense, Wile suggested a bang-up pilot NL. A 98-
worder went out to the distrihutors-"At such and 
such a time a special messenger will arrive at your 
door with a mystery package . .. Have your entire 
sales organization present when you open it ... 
Loaded with sales dynamite ... hold a sales meet-
ing on the spot ... don't miss the chance to send 
an enthusiastic sales team out to do a job, etc . •. " 
The units were air-expressed, and W.U. messen-
gers made the deliveries. The customer agreed to 
a NL of instruction to our offices instead of the cus-
tomary mailed letter. The two NL books and the 
messenger errand service added up to $670. The 
top-grade, big-time job was worth every penny of 
it and more to the enterprising radio firm. 
The Telegram Ties the Knot 
M. J. RIVISE, NEW YORK, put over two sales ·in 
which the telegram ties the knot. When he heard 
that a big magazine was going to feature a well-
known brand-name fabric in an article, he sold the 
sales manager of the fabric house on a promotion 
stunt. Three hundred NLs were sent to fabric 
buyers throughout the country with w.u. messenger 
delivery of the magazine turned to page on which 
the write-up appeared. The telegrams asked the 
addressees whether their salesmen had been alerted 
and p rimed to take full advantage of the magazine 
publicity. 
Rivise's other sale was to a lingerie house -
merchandising by telegraph. A telegram went to 
58 department-store buyers in 26 cities. With the 
delivery of the message the messenger opened a 
portfolio containing an advertisement mentioned 
in the telegram, the latter requested the addressees 
to telegraph for details. In addition to the tele-
graph tolls, the presentation fetched 75¢ apiece--
an average of $1.50 a shot. Estimated revenue: $120 
-and this is a recurrer! 
"WILL THE ADDRESSEE 'BE OPEN 
SPVR O'HARA, TPR TLS, NEW 
Maine. Converts to Fast .•. BEDA '-'1'"\"L~''-''"'' 
on book of 11 Nls at 11 P.M., rnn,vArtArl 
LILLIAN KINGSTONE on 28 NLs on a 
-$12.50. 
"YOU HAVE A TWO-HOUR TIME 
CAN GET DELIVERY TODAY" -SM 
HOUSTON, on 48 180-word NLs to Cal 
DLs nets $48.05 additional. 
"YOU CAN GET ACTION ON THIS SSAGE TODAY 
BY SENDING IT AS A FAST TELEGRAM' HELEN GRIFFIN, 
PORTLAND ORG., on 86-word DL. Sende delighted. $5.25 
more ... ROSEMARY ATKINSON, 6 NLs t Fasts-$17.64 ... 
RLF MGR E. D. SUSZKA at BRAINERD MIN . on 40 Nls taken 
at 2:27 P.M., converted for $13.30 more .. ElSIE KRIEG, 
NEW YORK, 21 DLs to Fasts-$13.94. 
"THIS LOOKS LIKE A VERY IMPOR NT MESSAGE. 
DON'T YOU WANT IT TO GO AS FULL RATE?" 
-GRACE DEl, PATERSON N. J., spots re renee to million-
dollar deal in NLT to Switzerland; ups it fro .. $11.90 to $35.70 
... Same thought applied by MAXINE 0 ENS, RW, MIAMI, 
ups 92 NLs for $14.70 more. 
They Get the Dou 
LORRAINE LIDEEN, SALT LAKE CITY, 
alternative service in mind and is ready 
verse." When sender says cost too high s 
$3.40 .. . ITHACA N.Y. sells 126 NLs for 
A man came to FV, NEW YORK, and ask 
for change of five dollars in quarters, for 
suggests a telegram; cost is "too high" so 
rings up $2.15. 
When asked for NL and DL rates H 
PHOENIX ARIZ., also gives the FR-and 
sions automatically 50/'o of the time. 
Conversions Add Up lmpr 
CHICAGO: MISS L. SOUTHWELL 7 con 
additional, FRIEDA DEBOLD $3, W. A. S 
DOROTHY HERLITHY $13.38, FRED SMIT 
RINGSTAD $9.96, MRS. KESSLER $2.35. 
DRAZEL 25 for $19.75, BESSIE UHL 16 for 
VILLE: SALLY MANGUM 27 for $7.35. N 
HAMILTON $4.31. LOS ANGELES CLK LA 
lways keeps the 
convert "in re-
sells 4 NLs, for 
3.16. 
ELLIOTI SINGER 
l.d. call. Singer 
e sells a DL and 
ZEL MOSSMAN, 
icks with conver-
rsions for $25.32 
INEFORD $11.68, 
$10.43, MINNIE 
UISVILLE: EDNA 
13.32. JACKSON-
RFOLK VA.: LOIS 
G $17.60. 
SALES SPARKS • 
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MR. WALTER P. MARSHALL AND THE PRESIDENTIAL AWARD IN THE 11BEAT 
THE SUMMER SLUMP" SALES CAMPAIGN OF 1950 
SIX-TEAM CONTEST 
Six teams will battle it out in the biggest sales 
campaign ever launched. Here they are: 
EASTERN ENERGIZERS 
GULF GRAPPLERS 
LAKE LAMBASTERS 
METRO MAULERS 
PACIFIC POUNDERS 
SOUTHERN SOCKERS 
Official play starts July First. The "Beat the 
Summer Slump" season ends August Thirty-First, 
when the winning division takes possession of the 
President's Cup. 
HOT FIGHT PROMISED 
The teams will he out there striving every min-
ute of every day during July and August to im-
prove their record in Total-Operating-Revenue 
performance for these two months compared with 
their summer performance in 1949. 
Here's how it works. Each division's per cent 
of decrease for July-August average total operating 
revenues for 1949 as compared with the previous 
10-months average (September 1948 through June 
1949) will he used as the starting point. The de-
creases: 
EASTERN ENERGIZERS 0.8% 1 GULF GRAP-
PLERS 1.1 %I LAKE LAMBASTERS 1.8% I METRO 
MAULERS 1 0. 5% 1 PACIFIC POUNDERS 1. 5% 1 
SOUTHERN SOCKERS 5.4%. 
SIMPLE ARITHMETIC DOES IT 
Following the arithmetic shown on Page One - the average 
total operating revenue for July-August 1950 compared with that 
of the previous 10 months (September 1949 through June 1950) 
- the division showing the most improvement as against last year's 
percentage of decrease, wins the cup. That will be some testimonial 
of salesmanship! 
YOU ARE ON ONE OF THE TEAMS! 
Everyone in every office is on a team. This is the kind of effort that an 
succeed only with the cooperation of every employee. This is the kind of n-
test that can be won only by down-to-the-finish teamwork. 
You Retail Sellers 
You Retail Sellers at telephones and counters have 
only to realize how many vacationers and travelers will 
come to you for help and advice, to gear yourself for 
what you can aptly call your "Summer Selling." 
A vacationer or traveler is a dislocated person. In 
the ordinary case, multiplied millionsfold, he will have 
need to telegraph "fonvard" and "backward." He must 
make reservations and have confirmations; he must keep 
in touch with home and office. Our old friend Money 
enters the picture; there can't he much movement with-
out money - need for money, need to send money. 
You, the Western Union Retail Salesman or Sales-
woman, become a pretty important person in the lives 
of those who will he on the move in July and August. 
If you will he helpful, if you will he ready to advance 
the suggestions cropping out of the countless situations 
facing you, you will sell more telegrams. This is the 
time to bring into action all the ideas, suggestions, leads, 
and practices you have gleaned from the SALES MANUAL, 
SALES SPARKS, and your daily experience. 
You can dip deep into the July-August ferment and 
come up with "Summer Sales" which, indeed, heighten 
revenue-making opportunities - over and above the 
day-in, day-out, year-round selling. 
You Outside Salesmen 
You Outside Salesmen are truly E nergizers and 
Creators. The rich revenue veins in e competitive 
fields are too abundant to he let go of ust because it's 
July and August. The axiom is straigh forward: Keep 
up the calls and the follow-ups on that .D.-TWX never· 
to-he-relaxed campaign. 
There is plenty of competitive sel g for you in 
another field - particularly if somet g happens to 
the mail service IN RELATION TO WHAT BUSINESS CAN 
GET MORE OF BY USING TELEGRAMS. Curta. ed mail service 
may "do" for some firms and patrons, t many others 
will require the expedited service tha telegrams can 
give. · · 
Telegrams are IT for more efficiency< in short work 
weeks. 
Telegrams are IT ·for overcoming acation-caused 
short forces in offices and business housE$. 
you will have plenty of chances to sr i hooks - all 
the different kinds of business stimul tors, fall- and 
winter-line promotion. July and Angus can afford to 
he jealous and ask: "What have the ot er months got 
that we don't have?" 
You pride yourselves on having more an one selling 
gun in your arsenal - so, draw a head o those seasonal 
agencies, and rake all the collateral service oppor-
tunities with your steady, sweeping fire. 
YOU WILL BE BACKED UP WITH' PLENTY OF ADVERTISIN 
A special run of various advertising pieces to reach 
your July-August prospects will strongly back up your 
selling. Our national-magazine advertising (with 
adequate number of advertisement reproductions) 
will be geared to take care of that SUMMER SlUMP. 
Selling can be fun, particularly when you know 
someone is out to beat YOUR performance. It's going 
to be a great contest this summer whe the Six-Team 
league gets going. let1s see what yo can do about 
it- You ENERGIZER- You GRAPPLE -You LAM-
BASTER - You MAULER - You PO NDER - You 
SOCKER! We see you all out there pi king out your 
big bats. One of you is going to w n that mighty 
fine President1s Cup! 
''THAT'S THE SALE I MADE!'' 
(NoW LOOK) 
~ 
It's a nice feeling, isn't it, to know that you've cut out a sale all by yourself? 
You come up against a situation, and if you hadn't said this or done that, it would 
have remained just an uneventful event to pass away in time. But you did something 
to that situation - you made a sale out of it, all by yourself. 
BULL BY THE HORNS 
CR GUY DRAKE OF NASHVILLE went to see the firm presi-
dent who has the reputation of being death to all salesmen-
one bark and one terrible look and you are supposed to fall 
down, rubber-legged and unraveled. Drake was still feet 
away when the terrible gentleman shot out this death ray: 
"I suppose you want to see the sales manager- well, he's 
out ill. Come back some other time." 
Drake ducked easily. "No, it's YOU I want to see!" And 
with that he opened up a copy of the 31 BUSINESS BUILDERS 
folder. Knowing the man's business pretty well, he was able 
to make apt references to this and that of the 31 Uses. Here 
was a state of things for the fellow with the terrible reputa-
tion! Gruffiy, he said: "I use telegrams only when neces-
sary." But . he took the folder. 
Two days later the fellow called Drake to come over. 
There was something different about his voice and manner. 
Sure! He gave Drake a book of 1,900 telegrams, based on 
one of the uses that had been pointed out to him. And he 
said he'd have another book of 500 very soon. 
WHAT WAS THAT? 
Who hears well sells well. That's older than Confucius. 
CASHIER MARIAN DALTON, LAS VEGAS NEV. overheard two men 
say they would have to notify several persons of a change 
in date for an affair. She stepped into the breach to offer 
her services politely-and got a book of 26. 
THE OPEN DOOR 
A door stays open, if you are able to slip something 
under it. In the process of recording a book PEGGY DAM· 
ERELL, SAN FRANCISCO, was stopped. The sender was inter-
rupted by something that came up in his office. "Cancel that. 
Something has happened. I won't send it." Mrs. Damerell 
voiced her regrets, but said: "I will retain the list of names 
you have given me, and it will be ready to send the tele-
grams if you change your mind." Next day the man called 
to ask whether Mrs. Damerell still had the list. Of course! 
She got her book of 14. 
"YOU HAVE NO TIME-WE HAVE TIME" 
MGR LANE, WAUKEGAN ILL. heard that the chamber of 
commerce was putting on a one-day membership drive 
instead of the usual one-week campaign. It was punch up, 
with time of the essence. So Lane sold 65 pep messages to 
team captains. 
The fellow giving LEILA DECOUX, SAN FRANCISCO, 53 NLS 
suddenly decided to send air mail letters instead. But Leila 
reminded him that he still had to write them and get them 
out that same day. She got her $58 worth of messages. 
Up in WORCESTER MASS, AUTO OPR HELEN CORBETT was 
trying hard to sell a book. Her prospect said he couldn't 
spare the time to give her "all those messages"-until Helen 
explained that all she needed was ONE text. She got 67. 
NO SOAP IS IT? 
When it looks like "no soap" it ain't necessarily so. CR 
M. D. GANDALL, LOS ANGELES, tried to sell a DEALER INQUIRY, 
but got the dry handwash. But he'd noticed signs around 
the prospect's office that a new 24-hour service was being 
inaugurated. So he got himself a book of 200 messages an-
nouncing the new service. And more to follow. 
"No, I'm sorry. We have very little if any use for the 
telegraph," said the sad-faced gentleman to BR MGR E. 
SADLER, NEW YORK, when he went around to make initial 
contact with a medical foundation newly moved into his 
territory. Ah, but there will be need to solicit funds, obtain 
sponsors, wage campaigns. Next day Sadler was given a 
book of 130-word NLS-$280. No soap? 
"It's too late to cover our convention by telegraph. We 
have a honey of a display set up out there," is what MGR 
FRANCIS COGGER, NO. ATTLEBORO MASS., was told by his 
prospect. But Cogger said: "Why not send telegrams to 
selected persons, whom you especially want to notice your 
display?" He got a book. (Ditto sale by SALES MGR FOWLER, 
BIRMINGHAM ALA.--"reminder" message idea netted 405 
NLS.) 
These are all variations on the same theme--Don't Let 
Go That Sale Too Quickly! 
IT-ALWAYS-HAPPENS BOOKS 
MGR. HAMILTON, AUSTIN TEX., sold a jeweler on the plan of sending 
congratulatory telegrams to all new brides-to-be. The names are taken 
from the marriage license board. The first week's take was 26 messages, 
and the estimated monthly revenue will run to $40. 
MGR. ALER, MANISTEE MICH., sold a druggist the same idea for all 
new mothers, the message offering samples of baby powders, oils, etc. 
Aler's sale was promptly duplicated by five INDIANA managers: J OLLEY, 
CRAWFORDSVILLE; EICHHOL TZ, ELKHART; EDWARDS, GREENCASTLE; 
THARP, VINCENNES; WRIGHT, GREENVILLE. 
These recurring-event books are easy to sell anywhere. 
The "Who else" has a relative-the "What else." Strictly speak-
ing, "Who elsing" means sending a text to more than one addressee: 
the book message. The "What else" takes in additional telegrams 
of a different nature. DOROTHY SCHOLES, PHONES, MEMPHIS, demon-
strated the difference in her interesting sale. 
A man filed two telegrams. Mrs. Scholes advanced the "Who 
else." No, there was no one else; but, hold, the sender had forgotten 
to send his itinerary to his office. Well, there was a "What else." 
Laughingly, he challenged Mrs. Scholes to suggest another tele-
gram. Quickly, she asked: "Have you made your hotel reservation 
yet?" By golly, he hadn't! He wasn't laughing as he filed two 
reservation telegrams; he was all admiration for Mrs. Schol es' 
selling ability. 
We don't want to split hairs, hut how about the Who-else-would-
like-to-send-this-kind-of-message? Sure, we'll admit it to the "Who" 
family so long as it produces revenue. At NORFOLK VA. D. P. MC ALIS-
TER, PHONES, took a message to a Congressman, and promptly asked 
the sender whether he knew of others who'd like to send the same 
kind of message. The man came hack with six more. 
Now for some "straight" Who-elses. VANCOUVER WASH., CLK 
.J. W. DOANE, 7 more on a death message ... PORTLAND ORG., MOYNA 
MITCHELL, PHONES, who got 6 DLs on a death message from a man 
who said, "Thanks for the thought; wait till I look in my address 
book" . . . SAN FRA.t"\'CISCO, MRS. BELLCOVE, PHONES, who also was 
thanked hy a sender pressed for time---4 more (MARGARET MCCLAM· 
AHAN, $3.50 ... IRENE MILAM, two more on a birth announcement 
• . . GLADYS KINNEY, 36 for $21.81 ... JEWELL REESE) ... At BIRMING· 
HAM ALA., WILMA MOODY, PHONES, recorded an engagement an· 
nouncement, and sold 10 more, together with 1 Inti Msg ... ALLEN 
DAFFINEE, SOUTH BEND IND., took a death message at 3.26 A.M.; his 
"Who else" resulted in a call-hack at 5:40 A.M., when a hook of 
ll was filed. 
Who-else, What-else, Who-else-would-like-to-send-the-same- they 
all produce steady revenue! 
AUTOMATIC SALES 
"THANK YOU11 essage sales 
come automatically en you show 
MO payees the sugg sted-message 
blank, says MGR E. R KOLKMEYER 
of REDBLUFF CAL., w o chalked up 
17 successive sales in omparatively 
short time. 
ATLANTA GA. repPrts 19 in one 
week, good for $17.50. 
Eloqence is measure 
made on hearers. 
When an extensive 
was made to determ· 
had leamed about W. 
gram service, these w 
answers received: 
"Suggested by your 
tomer survey 
how senders 
. greeting tele-
e some of the 
Your operator expl ned it to me." 
"From your office st ff." 
"Through your wo erful person-
nel." 
"Informed by your mployees." 
"By the splendid as · tance of your 
clerks." 
"Operators in differtnt cities drew 
my attention to it." 
THEY S D! 
Individual reports f good Retail 
Sales have come in fro the following. 
EASTERN-BALTIMO 'BEN BECKEN· 
HEIMER; BAR HARBOR, Fox. FICKETT; 
CARIBOU, }ACK CROI.1CHER; LITTLE 
FALLS, FRANCES w ALS. ; NEW BRUNS· 
WICK, H. P. BuBAcz; EWPORT, RosE 
Goon; PETERSON, J. IENER; PITTS· 
FIELD, }IM BANGS; PER H AMBOY, VIO-
LET ZAWISLAK; SPRING ELD VT., ERNIE 
RoBERTS. 
GULF-AusTIN, WM. ARNER; Cow. 
SPRINGS, ETHELYN PE ESTORFF; DAL· 
LAs, MAuniE LEE RAe ALE; GREELEY 
CoLo., MAXINE Cox; H NTSVILLE TEx., 
MRs. MELLO; JuNCTI N CITY KANs., 
R. L. BRooKs; MANHA EN KANs., WIL· 
BERT ABRAM & E. Y. ITER; SAN AN-
TONIO, MRs. F. M. UUER, HoRACE 
BROWN, MELVA Mo TEITH, IRENE 
WHITFIELD, FLORENC SYKES, FAYE 
KANADAY; TRENTON M ., c. L. ADSIT ; 
w-xcHITA FALLs, H. P. xNARn. 
LAKE-AKRON, KEI SwAN, MRs 
PoRTER, ALYCE MuRR Y, MAT ToMP· 
KINS, MACK CARMAC CHICAGO, H . 
HAUSER, BERNICE Scu Y; CINCINNATI, 
HELEN CARGILL, ELSIE ONRAD, PATRI· 
CIA BRIGHT, CHARLIE CHARE, ELOISE 
WARD, CATHERINE w TWORTH ; DE-
TROIT, HARRIET STELZE , MORRIE wAX· 
MAN, DELLA SANSON, RANCIS SMAW· 
LEY; DUBUQUE, JoE SPAUTZ; FoRT 
DoneE, BoNNIE HoLLIS ER; GLADSTONE 
MICH., MRS I. M. G RIEL; OMAHA, 
BERTHA MOTZ, c. A. M~CHELL. 
WHEN YOU WANT IT THERE 
TOMORROW 
MORNING 
SURE I 
. -
NIGHT LETTERS W.~ 
YOU CAN DEPEND ON THEM 
--:~:EL-EG-RAMS 
-:.;GEl' 
-=1"-HROUGH 
FAST-SURE-ALWAYS ON TIME 
~·lt~ 
PLEASE GIVE IT TO THE MESS£NGER 
OR TELEPHONE 
,• I } [I l f •'i1 
Exhibit #3 
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FAST, l>EJJENOASL£ DELIVERY 
.,., .. 
TELEGR'APH 
.,., .. 1 
SOCIALLY CORRECT 
~IOOEHI\ CUHHESI'Ol\OE:\CE 
ian·itnl iou s · nunounremenh . l"('f_p·c ls 
g rc ~C> tings . <;ongrntulnlious 
M£SSAGE SVGGE$71()NS AT WESTERN VNI()N ()"ICM 
Exhibit #4 
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8~068 KC~49 R r7 128~~ 
K OMA 1 1 2 PD•OIAA.HA 'f! B 
E .R REDFIELD, WARD 1: PETERSON METAL co= 
NEll HAVEN CONN= 
. IONS AND PRICE SATISFACTORY 
REPLy I NG ' YOUR II RE • SPEC IF I CAT THIRTy THOUSAND L,r..RGE E LBO; 
FAST DEL.I ii£ RY IS IMPERATIVE ON 
MANGANESE C,!o.STINGS ,lo.ND FIFTEEN THOUSAND SMALL RING IRON 
C~STINGS PLEASE WIRE US EXPECTED D,lo.TE SHIPMENT E,r..cH 0RDER 3 
E X.CE LSIOR .MACHINERY CO= 
I NOTHING ELSE GETS THROUGH=} 
GETS ACTION .•• Ll KE A TELEGRAM } 
E:x:hi b i 1i #6 
TODAY MORE THAN EVER BUSINESS NEEDS 
THE SWIFT EFFICIENCY OF THE YELLOW BLANK 
This advertisement appears in 
Tim e-October 9, 1950 
Newsweek-Oc tober 16, 1950 
Business W eek-October 14, 1950 
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Individual Uses ,2! Westl;lrn Union TelegraDUJ (Advertising Theme·a) 
To assist in the construct ion of adver tis ements 
or sales t a lks for the presentation of new uses, an outline 
of eaoh of the uses embodying some of the salient points in 
favor of its adoption by the customer follows• The ingenuity 
of the copywriter or salesman will have much to do with the 
results obtained. 
Use. No. 1 • Acknowledging First Orders. Many 
orders represent new aooounts--customers whoae names have 
not appeared on the books before. It has cost time, effort 
and money to create these accounts. ?robably few first or-
ders represent enough profit to offset the cos~ OI establish-
ing the accounts. New accounts should be acknowledged and 
nourished. to the end that they may become valuable and pro-
fitable. Profits come v-vith future orders. Many of them use 
a farm letter or other conventional acknowledgment;. The 
human element is a vital torae in business, and good will 
is a magnet that holds against oompeti tion. Let the sales 
manager or the president of the business send the wa rm per .. 
sonal acknowledgment of a first order by telegram, and it is 
sure to gain the attention of the new customer and make him 
feel that "at laet .here is a aonoern that appreciates my 
business." The telegram builds prestige with the new custom-
.er; it is concrete evidence of the service to come; it proves 
to him in a forceful way the up-to-dateness of the seller's 
· , 
,. 
business methods. It impresses him with the desirability 
of continuing the aasociat ion. 
Use. No. 2 ~ Telegraphing for Credit Information. 
Credit relationship between seller and buyer is one of the 
most delicate as well as one of the most important influ-
enc es i n bus iness . If the detaUs in connection with oonl!ll' 
trol of credit are slowly or perfunctorily handled, a bar-
rier between seller and buyer is ereoted that is difficult 
to remove, or, conversely, a loss may result. This is e-
specially true in the oase of new oustamers, who may be per-
manently aliena ted by wounded pride over delayed approval. 
Telegrams ordinarily will bring the desired information in 
a single business day or less. This will permit the seller 
to release the order ana send a telegram of acknowledgment 
a nd credit as s urance to the customer. They oonsti tute a 
valuable medium for recurring use by retailers in a wel-
coming service to new families just moved in. A wire in-
quiry of oredit bureaus or others in a city from which the 
family has moved permits establishment of a oredit limit 
and enables the retailer to solicit the family for business 
and extend the courtesy of a charge account, with assurance 
against loa a. 
Use. No. 3- Expediting Shipments. ''Ship Immediate-
ly" the Yellow Blank demands action--the Wheels move fast-
er. Telegrams serve as an important and valuable aid to firma 
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whose operations must be performed on sohedule-~where delay 
involves penalties. They are used: 
(a) To remind suppliers of dates sup~lios · must 
be delivered in order to assure oontinuity of operation~ 
(b) To stimulate souroes of supplies to see that 
raw materials neoessary in manufao ture are not delayed, so 
that del. iv ery of the completed artiole may be made on the 
apeo if led date. 
Use. No. 4 -Acknowledging Complaints -A oom~ 
plaint is evidenoe that the oomplainant is in a oritioal 
frame of mind, and while his oomplaint remains unaaknowle4g~ 
ed he ie quite ready to draw unfavorable oonolusions. Patron-
age hangs in the balanoe. Quiok aoknowledgment and reasonable 
explanation or satiafaotory adjustment oause him to reoog• 
nize the super !or serv ioe rendered by the aeiler. Oomplainta 
should be acknowledged by telegram ~ediately on reoeipt. 
Often it is possible to straighten out the diffioulty and in~ 
alude the information in this one telegram. If more time .ia 
required to effeot adjustment, the fast aoknowledgment afford~ 
ed by the telegram plaoea him in a more friendly frame of mind 
to reoeive the adjustment proposal. Suoh deoisive aotion dis• 
arms. oomplaints anil retains friendship. 
Use. No. 6 • Prioe and Style Changea.. Prioes of com-
modities, merohandise and aervioe fluotuate with ohanging con-
ditions. Business men muat keep in touoh with these movements, 
for thus they are enabled to diapose of stooks at higher pr14ea 
or to buy at low levels. Telegrams are the beat medium 
for prompt notification to customers so that they oan pro• 
teat their interests. Conoerns that use the telegraph for 
this purpose gain a reputation for alertness, integrity 
and helpfulness to oustomers. Salesmen on the fOad also 
should be notified by telegram. Notice of prioe ohangea 
by the attention-oompelling telegram lmpreasee oustomere 
with a firms progressiveness and dependability. Satisfiet 
dealers, who are the bulwark of a suooessful business, are 
enabled to protect their prof 1 ts. The written reoord pro-
vides indisputable evtaenoe of details and prioes at economic-
al ooet. Books of telegrams enable simple, easy announcement 
and assure simultaneous reoei~t by all addressed, regardleea 
of distance, which is impossible by mail. Thia ia an era of 
rapid changes, and outmoded styles go on the mark-down oount-
er. This applies not only to wearing apparel. but to all 
articles of merohandise. Every business man strives to be 
the first to introduge new lines in his oompetitive fiel4. 
Manldaoturers, wholesalers and brokers are prospeots for the 
use of telegrams to oustomers and salesmen on style ohanges. 
Retailers find it profitable to use oity telegrams to tell 
their customers of new styles and new merchandise. 
Use. No. 6 - Announcing New Enterpris ea.. This ia 
a double-barreled opportunity. Alert and progressive business 
men will util-ize large booke of telegrams announoing the open-
ing of new etoree. removal to new locations, remodeling, 
taking on of new lines or products, etc. Salesmen shoult 
also secure blanket author 1ty from merchants and others to 
send appropriate telegrams of congratulations to eaoh new 
enterprise, whiah will build up a desirable volume of "repeat" 
business. This particular usage ia fast increasing in popu-
larity and should be vigorously pushed. 
Use. No. 7 • Aids of Meeting Competition. Competi" 
tion is the life of trade. It stimulates deeper thinking, 
aalls up latent resources and quickens aat~on. In the race 
of aompetitlon new ideas are b?rn, better methods adopt~4 ani 
improved goods produaed at lower production costs. Competi-
tion was , never keener than it is today. The alert concern 
that uses up-to•date methods is the one that will survive 
and realize the greater profits. Manufacturers and their 
salesmen. agents and jobbers, are constantly striving to in• 
atruct their several sales outlets in methods, selling pointe 
and features that will facilitate the sale of their merchan-
dise against the qualifications and claims of competitors. 
A Qhange in sales tacticee, a new process. and an improve• 
ment in the goods the!$elvea--all these are points that the 
manufacturer must bring to the attention of those mo sell 
his goods in order that they may be better equipped to carry 
on. The quiakest way and the most impressive method of car-
rying tbi.s information is by telegraph. Telegraphed infor.-
mation is by all means the best mthod of getting the word 
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there quickly and simultaneously. The singular insistence 
of the telegram takes precedence, claims preferred attention. 
and ins,pires th.e r eoipient 1n prompt action. Sales repre• 
sentatives in the field are the first to learn of changea 
in a competitor's praotioee and merchandise. News of com-
petitive developments must reach headquarters quickly. Suah 
reports• if telegraphed. enable the quick launching of counter• 
campaigns. 
Uee. No. 8- Paving the Way for Salesmen. "Mr. 
Jones will be at your office at eleven today"--such words 
hurdle barriers and assure the interview. This telegram 
usage is especially valuable for new accounts. It minimizes 
waits and adds prestige to the salesman and the firm he re~ 
presents; it affords an opportunity for a telegraphic reply 
confir.ming tbe appointment and saving the buyer's time• 
while speeding and increasing the salesman's productio.o. 
Use. No. 9- Invitation to Buyers. Their busineaa 
is buying--our eustome r 's business is selling. It is im-
portant that invitations to buyers be extended concisely, 
and more important. first. The person designated as the 
"buyer" or "purchasing agent" ie the key man in so far as 
salesmen are concerned. Telegrams a..re a powerful medium 
for inviting resident or visiting buyers to see displays or 
new merchandise, and they serve for announcements of special 
lines. current offers and invitations to attend special show-
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inge. Traveling salesmen oarrylng samples too heavy for 
store-to-store display usually use sample rooms in hotels. 
Yn the limited time available, it is desirable to bring buy• 
era to the sample rooms in hotels. Telegrams reaoh the right 
buyer immediately. seoure attention and induoe them to visit 
the display. They serve also to bring from distant points 
buyers whom otherwise it might not be praotloable to reaoh. 
Use. No. 10 • Reviving Inaotive Aaoounts by Telegraph. 
Inaotive auatomers represent an important group. Why did they 
atop buying? If it was for disaatisfaotion. they are lost un-
til the grievance is disoovered. The best way to find out is 
by telegraph; after that. it is easy to start dorman oustomera 
buying again. Result: Good Will and regained revenue. 
Use. No. 11 - Using the Telegraph Between Salesmen's 
Calla. The salesman is known and his commodity is familiar 
to buyers. but between his oalls the bars are down to competi-
tors. The telegram is the link that holds patronage and pro-
duoea interim orders. It oan be used to suggest replenish-
ment of seasonal stooks beoause of favorable weather oonditlona 
or to move overatooka with speoial price disoounts. Telegrams 
are more etfeotive beoause they are regardei aa more bnpor• 
tant than sales letters. They permit the salesman to multi-
ply his aotivities with min~um travel. 
Use. No. 12 - Encouraging Purohaee of Additional 
Items. When interim or fill-in orders are reoeived, a telegram 
acknowledging reoeipt is an effective medi~ for offering new, 
special or seasonal goode at attractive pricea. The ship-
ping cost on a small fill-in order usually is sufficient to 
cover a much larger quantity of merchandise. The resource-
ful sales manager can, by telegraph, effectively draw the 
attention of hie customer to these opportunities, in tUne 
for inclusion \nth the interUn order. 
Use. No. 13 ~Use of Over~printe4 Blank. Weetern 
Union will furnish telegraph blanks on which the customer 
may have his name and trade•mark printed for distribution 
to his trade, by inclus1on in catalogs and ae a part of ad-
vertising brochures. Those blanks are ready remindera of 
the availability of merchandise, prompters of orders, and 
simple, economical and quick meana .of atUnulating buying. 
Entering numbers wanted in the blank spaces on overprintei 
blanks is the easiest order method known for buay retail• 
era, and the wholesaler or manufacturer who furnishes thia 
convenience has a distinct advantage in marketing a competi-
tive product. 
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Use. No. 14 - Supplementing Advertising by Telegraph. 
"Attentlcn"--"Intereat"--"Appeal"·-all these requisites may 
be emboided in an advertisement, but there is no better way 
to be sure it is read with attention than to point it out by 
telegraph. Telegrams to retailers on advertising campaigns 
and suggesting replenishing s.took for anticipated demand fol-
lowing newspaper, radio, mage.zl.ne or billboard campaigns; to 
dealera in radio-advertised producte building listener au41ences 
and featuring special radio offers; by newspaper calling 
attention to nationally advertised products in their oolumns; 
to dealers with copy of advertisement launching new products 
or announcing the improvement of products--all these and 
others can be used to great advantage by advertisers. 
Use No. 15 - Encouraging Salesmen. A timely word 
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of praise or encouragement is calculated to turn defeat i nto 
victory. One of the prominent oausea of salesman failure 1a 
lack of personal touch with his superior. Telegrams are warm 
ana personal; they inspire and stimulate; and they are the 
nearest thing to a sales manager's trip into the territor.y. 
Many successful executives use them freely for they have found 
they aid in maintaining high morale. consistent effort and 
better production. 
Uae No. 16 - Instructions to Branches and Salesmen. 
lnatructions to branch salesmen and roadmen have extra foroe 
when fresh from headquarters by uelegraph. Telegrams are an 
inexpensive, quiolt and direct means of informing salesmen to 
new customers, prospect inquiries. desirable changes in i"' 
tinerary, new seasonal items, price changes, production sched-
ules, overstoait articles and special prices, prospect activi-
ties and other information essential to their daily mo"Ve.ments. 
"Western Union Everywhere" means that salesmen are only a few 
minutes from the home office by telegraph. 
Use No. 17. Stimulating Sales Campaigns. Telegrams 
with their punch and power, whether directed to -~alesmen, deal-
era or consumers, are encouraging :pace-setters that never 
fail. They are used to inaugurate special campaigns, to 
oompare results as campaigns progress, to announce winnera, 
and, in general to streamline campaigns and annihilate time 
witn today's news today instead of yesterday's news tomorrow. 
Use No. 18 - Special Sales. While advertising of 
special sales appeals to the general public, the advertise~ 
would be glad to reach a particular class. If a retailer'a 
patronage is confined to a certain section of a city, he pays 
for his advertising circulation beyond this productive zone. 
In either case. a telegram to a selected list is the ideal 
method of getting preferred patrons into the store. Tele-
graphed invitations to previews or to seleot merchandise a• 
I 
head of ~he gene~al sale date are appreciated, and their ef-
feat.iveneas mal{eB them a profitable investment for the re-
tailer. 
Use No. 19 ~ Daily Sales Reports. It ie essential 
that there be constant communication between headquarter& 
ana sales outlets, such as salesmen on the road, branch sale& 
offices and chain store units. Daily sales reports refleo"t 
the activity on the firing line. They show the pace of the 
market and the trend of demand. They also make it possible 
to keep informed of changes in status of customer credit. 
local conditions in the territory, and competition. With 
such information at hand, the sales manager is able to take 
steps to strengthen weak spots or to seize favorable op-
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portunitiee. Daily sales reports from ohain store units are 
essential to the auoaess of the ohain. They provide oanstant 
information on territorial variations and the trend of com-
modity demands. They enable easy oontrol and wire distribution 
of warehouse s.·t;ooka. They may be sent in paragraph form with-
out extra oost. 
Use No • 20 - Quoting Pr ia ea by Telegraph. Telegraph 
quotations get there and land t~ order before a competitor's 
letter arri~ee. Priae-ohange telegrams proteat dealers and 
enable them to plan their aotion and pass savings on to their 
customers. Reaching all ooncemed simultaneously, they 4o no' 
penalize the most dis.tant, as mailed quotations do. 
Use No. 21 - Salesmen's Orders by Telegraph. When 
quality and prioe are equal, service is the decisive faator 
and the bulws. l·k against oompetitive attack. Telegraphed or-
ders for immediate ship:nent and prompt adv ioe to the buyer of 
bao.k:-order i t ems or shipping schedules are valuable s erv ioe 
fee. tures. The eoonomioal Dav Letter or Overnight Telegram on 
the Yellow Blank is indis.pensable in the servioe program. It 
takas preoedenoe over other orders. enables the carrying of 
small stocks, gives a better service to buyers and consumers 
and builds valuable good will. 
Use No. 22 -Answering Inquiries. Buyers distant 
from souraea of supply frequently find themselves short of mer-
chandise to meet looa.l demand. Frequently, also, the supply 
from an accustomed sourae ie curtailed, thus making it neoes-
.· 
sary to seek new aouroes. In such oases the buyer finds it 
advisable to seek equivalent merchandise from souroes that 
he may not have employed previously. Therefore. he aen4a 
an inquiry outlining his requirements to several likely SUP• 
pliers. The supplier who receives suoh inquiries. whether 
by mail or by telegraph, finds that it pays to answer them 
by telegraph for several reasons. The most important is to 
beat competition. If he relies upon the mail, it is probable 
that some other supplier will hswe used the telegram in set-
ting forth the merits of his commodity and quoting favorable 
prioea. A telegraphed reply assures the inquirer that he baa 
been given prompt attention. It also implies the promise of 
equally prompt handling of any order that may be placed. The 
use of the telegram to transmit these replies establishes a 
oonfidenoe in the thorough-going business methods of the user 
and inep ires the prospeot 's oon:fidenoe. 
Use No. 23 - Traoing Orders of Shipments. Produc-
tion schedules. merchandising oo~mitments and competitive ne-
cessity require oon·tinuous inf ormation on the uninterrupted 
movement of shipments. Telegrama go direct to persons re-
sponsible and jar loose lagg.lng orders. appr 1se consignees 
of whereabouts and keep delayed consignments moving. 
Use No. 24 -Wiring Shipping Dates of Orders. Tele• 
grams announcing shipping dates remove customer uncertainty. 
build confidence and enable addressees to pasa wanted informa-
tion on as a part of a better consumer service. Patrons oan 
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intelligently plan their own operations or disposal of pro-
duo t when definite knowledge of ita arr 1 val is a~aUable • 
Use No. 26 • Dally Production Reports. Daily pro-
duction reports by wire permit thorough coordination of all 
aotlvi.ties with maximum production efficiency and at a mini-
mum coat. This current information affords many advantages, 
suoh as a ready control of the flow of raw materials to the 
production center. the quick transfer of orders among varioua 
plants, maintenance of shipping sohedules in accordance with 
production, control of force assignments, current information 
to warehouses or dealers, and dissemination to departmental 
heads of essential information. 
Use No. 26 - Requesting Replies to Unanswered Let-
ters. The unanswered letter that is the subJect of a tele-
gram is the most important piece of mail in an office. A 
telegram is the insistent question that brings the reply or 
a reason. 
Use No. 27 - Aooepting Offere. An offer is no con-
-'t'ra:ot and may be withdrawn any time before acceptance. A 
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wire aooeptanoe closes the deal and establishes a binding OQID-
~~aot~ When many offers are broadcast ~o several prospects, 
telegraphic a'Joeptanoe beats oompeti ti.on. 
Uae No. 28 - Requesting Prices. Fast moving mar-
kets and rapid price fluctuations catch those that depeni on 
slow communication. Telegraphic ~nquiries for prices bring 
today•a quotation's toaay. 
Use No. 29 - Replenishing Stooke. Replenishment of 
stocks by telegraph permits of emall inventories. fast turn-
over, and reduoed overhead, and prevents loss by oarryover of 
aeaeonal overstock. Good service to consumers with a small 
investment in stoOk ie a goal for wie e retailers. 
Use No. 30 - Remittances to Salesmen. Field sales-
men need cash each day; large advance accounts are incon• 
venient and a robbery risk. Expense oash by Western Union 
money order solves the problem, and the money is available 
where and When needed without risk or delay. 
Use No. 31- Collection of Accounts. Aa a medium 
tor collection of accounts the telegraph has no equal. The 
satlsfac.tion which many users find in it eloquently testi-
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fies to thte truth. The use of telegrams accomplishes an 
important two-fold purpose in that they have the attention-
compelling power ~ouliar only to telegrams. w.tlich gets quick 
reaul ts, but at the same time telegrams ean be used With full 
assurance that gpod will and future patronage will be retaine4. 
When telegrams are used regularly collection result& run aa 
high as 95% and the oos:t is as low as one-half of one percent. 
Obviously. the best results are had only when collection tele• 
grams are sent prepaid, and this should be particularly streas-
el. The telegram gets results without embarraesing the debtor 
or jeopardizing hie good will and is emphat io in its demand fo1· 
attention. Its businesslike dignity suggests fairness anA 
honesty on the part o! ~he creditor, while letting it be known 
that he expeots and intends to have prompt aotion. Pro• 
fessional men; including doo tor a and dent.iats, are aleo able 
to utilize thia servioe in a perfect~ ethical fashion. 
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While collection telegrams are most effeotive when use4 regu• 
larly on slow-pay or overdue accounts, they have proved high~ · 
ly e'f:teotive even when used on so-oalled "hope-less" or "skip-
ped" acoounta, and can be heartily confused with the regular 
systematta use of the telegraph in regular oredit and ool~ 
leotion work. Credit managers will find the servioe most con-
venient s i nce only one list of names and addresses is requiret 
with an appropriately worded test--we do the reat. Telegrams 
being sealed oommunio a tions are entirely legal for dunning pur..,. 
poses. Salesmen should exhibit a variety of strong testimonial 
lette rs to olinoh sales for this outstandingly eff ective usage 
of telegrams. It may also be used in advertising theme& ap-
pealing to busu1ess-men. 
Use No. 32 - Misoellaneous. Although the company's 
main business transactions are with business itself, it must 
not be forgotten that muoh social telegraph business is taken 
in through oirthday, annversary, "get well 11 , and seasonal holi-
day me s.sages as well as the every day uae of the telegram for 
traveling and keeping in touch with those at home. 
Conaluaions 
Without We stem Un i on or some s irnila:r· t ype of 
organization, industry and the community would not be what 
it is ~oday. Everything we do ana ever,ything we say in 
our daily life ia reflected in an inllue try suoh as the. t of 
Western Union. 
From previous sections of this thesis we have 
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seen that telegraph has kept paoe with the rapidly changing 
times and conditions. It is in a posit~on to change from a 
peacetime to a wartime economy overnight through cooperation 
between telephone and telegraph industries. Modern faoil1.., 
ties are available to industry no matter how far located 
from industrial centers and metropolitan areas. 
Modern business is geared ~o a high tempo ••• 
often a matter of minutes provides an advantage in competi-
tion or in execution. Th~t is why. ~o maUl important business-
es use the telegram eo regularly. 
Western Union in employing institutional advertia.,. 
ing realizes it is a form of writeen publicity whioh builds 
a reputation for the company, which dramatizes its position 
in a community, empha~izes the advantages the company possess-
es, and builds oonfid ence in its services. 
Service advertising as employed by Western Union 
pointe to the policies~ services, and conveniences offerei 
I . 
by the company to facilitate usage by the public. It seeks 
the customer's steady usage through the treatment ac corded 
and the benefits ·which the company oan offer. Service ad-
vertising attempts to create an intimate relattonship be-
tween customer a nil. the company • 
~!though the advantages of institutional advertis• 
i ng canno t be gauged aocura tely· on the btl& is of immediate 
dollars-and~cents return. they are generally recognized by 
company officials as being: 
1. The attraction of regular users rather than 
one-time users. 
2. The creation of goodwill for the company. In• 
Situtional advertising humanizes the organization. 
3. The introduction of the public to the company 
policies and services. This oan be done through inetitu-
tl.~Dal atlver'\iising .iJ.O:L' e co.u.viucingly and economically than 
through any other rm tho4. 
4. The impression of the company slogans upon 
the reading public. Consistent use of a slogan in institu-
tional advertising can make it part of the language of t he 
readi~ publio. Examples of this are: Western Union 1 s 
"Don • t ~r i te - Te le g:raph"; "Always. On Top"; "Smart Travelers 
Always Telegraph" and others. 
The main disadvantage of this type of publicity is. 
the difficulty of measuring the results. Because of the in-
tangible nature of its benefits. many organizations are un-
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willing to spend money for a oontinuing progrmn of institu~ 
tional advertisi~. This is not true of Western Union. 
They believe that although benefits are not measurable they 
are of definite benefit to "keeping the Company" before the 
pub lie. 
To repeat from Chapter · 6 in oonolusion, public re ... 
lations inati tu. tional advert is 1ng is but one of a number of 
methods or vehiolea by whioh a management rillY oommunioate; 
with the numerous pub lias whose attit'Wl es have an important 
bearing on its operations. In any situation, the methoi or 
methods of communication to be used--among Which are :personal 
o•ntaot. news stories, booklets, teaching helps, moving pic-
tures, exhibitions and shows, and advertising--must be ohosen 
with an eye to efteot!venesa and oost. 
Publio relations involve more than using various 
teohniques of oommunioation to tell speoifio publios about a 
oompany, its policies, prooedurea, or viewpoints. Sound -pub-
lic r el~t1~~ begin with company oharaoter and behavior towa rd 
its publics and may be likened to a produot, which must be 
good if it is to provide a basis for las ting friendships with 
those pub 1 ic a. Juat as a oompany' a prod uo t must be good to 
seoure lasting oonsumer goodwill, so must a oompany and its 
management be sound and proper in its poli_oies and behavior, 
if it is to have a basis for lasting friendliness from various 
grou];8 41 Publio relationa imply proper management attitudes 
toward · its pub 1 io s--A RIGHT \fJA Y 01!1 LIFE • 
I. 
1. 
4. 
6. 
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9. 
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